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Orbital elements are presented for 70 of the 95 meteor showers considered ‘‘established” by the
International Astronomical Union. From 2010 October 21 until 2013 March 31, the low-light-video based
Cameras for Allsky Meteor Surveillance project (CAMS) measured a total of 110,367 meteoroid trajectories
and pre-atmospheric orbits from mostly �2 to +4 magnitude meteors with a precision of <2� (median
0.4�) in apparent radiant direction and <10% (median 0.9%) in speed. This paper discusses how the already
established showers manifest in this data. Newly resolved components in the radiant distribution shed
light on the dynamics and physical lifetime of parent bodies and their meteoroids. Many multi-
component showers have associated parent bodies with nodal lines not much rotated from that of their
meteoroids (Encke Complex, Machholz Complex, Phaethon Complex, and now also the 169P/NEAT
Complex). These may result from a parent body disruption cascade, with the disruption-generated
meteoroids fading on the short timescale of a few hundred to a few thousand years. In particular, the
Northern and Southern Taurids of the Encke Complex are decomposed here into 19 individual streams.
Seven of these streams can be paired with mostly sub-km sized potential parent body asteroids that
move in 2P/Encke-like orbits that span the narrow semi-major axis range of 2.20–2.35 AU. The mete-
oroids in these Taurid streams do not survive long enough for the nodal line to fully rotate relative to that
of their parent body.

� 2015 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The International Astronomical Union’s Working List of
Meteor Showers1 included 495 meteor showers at the end of March
2013, but only 95 ‘‘established” showers were certain to exist
(Jenniskens et al., 2009; Williams, 2011; Jopek and Kanuchová,
2014). Each established shower is evidence of past activity of a
parent comet or asteroid, tracing its mass loss and dynamics. Many
parent bodies are only now being discovered by the ongoing
Near-Earth Object surveys (Jenniskens, 2006). A good understanding
of the meteoroid streams at Earth fuels planetary science and plan-
etary defense studies and is essential for satellite impact hazard
mitigation.
The Cameras for Allsky Meteor Surveillance (CAMS) project was
conceived to validate as many as possible of the 400 unconfirmed
showers (Jenniskens et al., 2011a). To achieve that goal, CAMS
scaled up existing techniques for measuring meteoroid trajectories
from multi-station video imaging of meteors (Clifton, 1973;
Hawkes and Jones, 1975; Jobse and de Lignie, 1987; Molau,
1993; Gural, 1995; Koten et al., 2003; Koschny et al., 2004). The
velocity vector and time of arrival are measured using 60 video
cameras spread over three stations in California (+37�N, 122�W).
The resulting catalogue of meteoroid orbits is then used to search
for groups of meteoroids arriving on orbits similar enough to
originate from a common parent body (Southworth and Hawkins,
1963; Galligan, 2003; Jenniskens, 2006; Jopek et al., 2008; Veres
and Tóth, 2010; Rozek et al., 2011).

CAMS does so very efficiently, in part because an operator eval-
uates the quality of each triangulation. In the period from October
2010 to March 2013, during the first 2.5 years of operation, CAMS
measured over 100,000 meteoroid orbits in a uniform manner,
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with a median precision slightly better than that of other ongoing
video-based multi-station meteoroid orbit surveys (Jenniskens
et al., 2011a).

In this paper, we focus on how CAMS detected showers that are
already in the IAU List of Established Showers based on other tech-
niques such as photography and radar. CAMS is a significant
improvement on the photographic surveys of the past. Many
showers established based on photographic data are still in need
of accurately determined orbital elements (Jenniskens, 2006,
Table 7). Video-based surveillance techniques capture much larger
numbers of meteoroid trajectories per hour of observing time, so
that streams stand out better from the sporadic background and
stream dispersion and components are better defined.

Compared to radar-based surveys such as CMOR (Brown et al.,
2008a,b, 2010) that detect fainter meteors (smaller meteoroids)
of which there are more, CAMS often detects different showers
and is sometimes more sensitive to younger stages of meteoroid
stream evolution. Meteor outbursts from crossing cometary dust
trails and resonant filaments are frequently detected. CAMS is also
comparatively more sensitive to fast (>50 km/s apparent speed)
and very slow (<20 km/s) meteors than the radar-based surveys.

CAMS is also well suited to validate results from other ongoing
video-based meteoroid orbit survey. The SonotaCo network in
Japan has measured meteoroid orbits at a yield of about 25,000
per year since 2007 (Kanamori, 2009). In Europe, the single-
station IMO Video Meteor Network is collecting 350,000 (and ris-
ing) apparent meteoroid paths in the sky annually (Molau and
Barentsen, 2014). As of 2013, 83,369 of these were triangulated
and included in the European Video Meteor Network Database
EDMOND (Kornos et al., 2012, 2014; Hajduková et al., 2014). Sev-
eral smaller efforts are ongoing such as, for example, the Croatian
Video Network (Vida et al., 2012; Gural et al., 2014). Unlike many
of these surveys, CAMS is well documented and has been very
uniform both in its data collection and reduction process.

In an earlier paper, we presented the first two months of CAMS
observations and the techniques and methods used (Jenniskens
et al., 2011a). In this paper, we discuss how the network has
evolved since, and present the first 2.5 years of data. Results
include median orbital elements for 70 already established
nighttime northern hemisphere showers, newly detected shower
components, and the detection of meteor outbursts, which provide
insight into the dynamical evolution of parent bodies and their
meteoroid streams.
2. Methods

Hardware, software, and operational procedures were described
in detail in Jenniskens et al. (2011a). The hardware consists of three
stations, each containing 20 narrow field-of-view low-light-level
Watec Wat 902H2 Ultimate video cameras in a weatherproof box.
Each station is equipped with a roll-off shutter and contains 19
cameras affixed with a 12-mm f/1.2 Pentax lens, each with a
30� � 22� field of view, plus one zenith camera with a wider
8-mm f/1.4 lens (45� � 33� field of view), together covering the
sky above �30� elevation. Since Nov 27, 2011, these stations are
located at Fremont Peak Observatory in Fremont Peak State Park
(+36.8�N, 121.5�W), Lick Observatory on Mount Hamilton
(+37.3�N, 121.6�W), and at a private residence in Sunnyvale
(37.3�N, 122.0�W). The sites are 54–64 km apart. The cameras that
contribute to a meteor trajectory are recorded, and the effective
survey area is known at all times.

In addition to the three main stations, the CAMS software tools
have now been adapted for use on PC, so that amateur astronomers
can contribute their own single-CAMS cameras. As of March 2013,
three amateur-run single-CAMS stations had come online as part of
the California network, each contributing 1–2 cameras, as did a
small but growing network of single-CAMS cameras operated in
the Netherlands and Belgium (the CAMS@BeNeLux network). They
use the same camera and lens configuration to maintain consistent
angular resolution. These additional cameras made only a small
contribution to the data presented here, but are expected to gener-
ate significant yield in the future.

The new single-CAMS software tools include online image pro-
cessing. Since October 2012, the main stations now also perform
image processing on-site, but off-line after each night of observa-
tions. The detection algorithms and modules from the MeteorScan
software package (Gural, 1995, 1997) are used to detect the mete-
ors and retrieve the astrometric data. The software works on video
sequences of 256 frames (NTSC, 29.97 frame-per-second) that are
written in a compressed ‘‘Four-Frame” format, consisting of 4 video
frames that report for each pixel the value for the peak intensity,
the frame number in which this occurred, the average temporal
intensity, and the associated standard deviation. This saves the
temporal propagation history of the meteor and preserves the
astrometric accuracy for equatorial coordinate calibration. The 8-
s averaged frames typically contain 70–200 stars of +8.1 and
brighter, with sub-pixel (�1 arcmin) fitting residuals when
employing a cubic polynomial warp in the gnomonic coordinate
frame, and ±0.3 magnitude photometric accuracy against the star
background. The photometry is corrected for saturation above +1
magnitude, reliable down to about magnitude �5, in a +5.4 stellar
limiting magnitude single frame (Jenniskens et al., 2011a).

After reprocessing of the video frames to extract the astrometric
position of the meteor, all tracks were gathered in the analysis
facility at the SETI Institute, where software for calibration and
multi-station coincidence processing combine the data and pro-
duce atmospheric trajectories and orbital elements (Jenniskens
et al., 2011a). The internet-connected single-CAMS cameras pro-
vided the absolute time to about ±1 s, while relative time offsets
were calibrated from coincident meteor detections. The Coincidene
software is interactive, adding an element of quality control. Each
trajectory and light curve solution is projected on-screen, with
different colors showing the contribution of each contributing
camera. The result is accepted or rejected by an operator based
on the lightcurve (brightness versus altitude), a side view of the
trajectory (altitude versus downrange), and a top view of the
trajectory (latitude versus longitude). Each operator-accepted
meteor was only accepted if two selection criteria were met: an
apparent radiant better than 2� and apparent speed better than
10%. This removed unacceptably poor tracks and most incorrect
solutions that slipped by the operator.

In a modification to earlier reported methods, the data
presented here (including previously reported results) were
re-calculated with Coincidence version 1.3, in which the trajectory
is calculated first by using the intersecting planes method of
Ceplecha (1987) and refined using the individual lines of sight to
the meteor in sequential video frames. We use the constant frame
rate and relative time difference to other cameras in a new
approach to combine the data frommultiple stations (Gural, 2012).

As a model for the changing observed velocity Vo(t) of the mete-
oroid moving along the fitted line, we use the empirical equation
proposed by Whipple and Jacchia (1957) and Jacchia et al.
(1961), which consists of an initial deceleration a1a2

2 at t = 0, which
then exponentially increases as defined by the constant a2. Result-
ing initial velocities are in good agreement with those expected for
meteoroids moving close to the parabolic limit (Jenniskens et al.,
2011a). As a correction to Eq. (5a) in Jenniskens et al. (2011a),
please note that the term ‘‘+a1a2” in Eq. (5a) is included in the def-
inition of the apparent entry speed V1 as tabulated in the mete-
oroid trajectory and orbit data provided to the Meteor Data
Center. The correct equations are (Jacchia et al., 1961):



Fig. 1. Left: Approach direction of CAMS-detected meteoroids in sun-centered ecliptic coordinates. Source regions are identified. The small arrow points to the ‘‘Orionid tail”,
a newly recognized shower complex. Right: Distribution of orbital elements P and i. The Perseid (Per), Orionid (Ori), Geminid (Gem) and Quadrantid (QUA) showers are
identified.
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doðtÞ ¼ dðt ¼ 0Þ þ V1t � ja1j expða2tÞ ð1Þ
VoðtÞ ¼ V1 � ja1a2j expða2tÞ ð2Þ
AoðtÞ ¼ �ja1a22j expða2tÞ ð3Þ

where d(t) is the distance along the meteor trajectory as a function
of time, starting from the beginning point of the first recorded trail
at time t = 0, and Ao(t) the observed instantaneous acceleration.
Here, we force the solution to converge on positive values of a1
(unit: km) and a2 (unit: s�1). A Monte-Carlo approach is taken to
understand how the uncertainties in measurement errors propagate
in the trajectory solution, speed and deceleration.

Once the trajectories and pre-atmospheric orbits have been
calculated, each measured orbit is compared to that of the listed
orbital elements in the IAU Working List of Meteor Showers. The
similarity of each orbit to the reference orbit is calculated using
the Dh discriminant criterion (Jopek, 1993), implemented in a
new interactive data analysis application called CAMS StreamFin-
der. This tool makes it possible to adjust the threshold parameter
that separates stream meteoroids from sporadics, or the reference
orbit, to select only the stream excess phase space density in
diagrams such as shown in Fig. 1. The left diagram plots the sun-
centered ecliptic radiant coordinates, while the right diagram
shows the orbital element space of inclination (i) versus longitude
of perihelion (P). The sun-centered coordinates are derived from
the ecliptic radiant coordinates (k, b) by removing the drift from
Earth’s motion around the Sun: Dk = �1� and Db = 0� per degree
solar longitude (ko). By also considering the distribution of orbital
elements i and P, we limit the accepted range of entry speed, thus
isolating groups of radiant position, entry speed, and time.

This approach ignores tails in the population distribution of
streams that fall below the sporadic background, and excludes
shower orbits with erroneously high or low entry speed measure-
ments, but avoids ambiguity about the threshold parameter and
does not extract random sets of similar orbits in an otherwise
homogeneous sporadic background.

A number of showers were found to have multiple components.
Each component was given a separate name and IAU number, fol-
lowing established practices in which, for example, the various
Taurid showers carry individual names. These may well originate
from different parent bodies. Separate components may also arise
if a group of meteoroids has a distinctly different dynamical history
from the main component due to the action of mean motion reso-
nances, for example, or because of distinctly different physical
properties. If proven so, the proposed new name may be
unnecessary.

3. Results

The extracted stream members are identified by their IAU
Working List stream number in the CAMS Meteoroid Orbit Data-
base 2.0, which contains all measured orbits up to March 31,
2013. The database can be accessed at the IAU Meteor Data Center.
This identification makes it possible to reproduce what meteor
orbits were selected for an individual meteor shower or shower
component and to clarify the meteor shower nomenclature used
here, if needed.

3.1. Level of survey completeness

Fig. 1 provides an overview of all measured data. Meteoroids
from the apex and the antihelion sources are detected in about
equal numbers. Because the survey is conducted at 37�N latitude
and in nighttime, the helion source (daytime showers) and south-
ern toroidal source (southern hemisphere showers) remain mostly
undetected.

The California CAMS stations measured a total of 109,548
trajectories and orbits. The CAMS@BeNeLux network added
another 973. Most meteors had an apparent brightness between
�2 and +4 magnitude (median +1.2 magnitude). Of these, 154 were
found to be duplicates (leaving a combined 110,367 unique trajec-
tories). Duplicates are combinations of the same meteor observed
by different pairs of cameras. Because of the manner in which
the velocity profile is determined, this data cannot be simply
averaged to get a more accurate orbit. Instead of removing the
duplicates, those with the larger error are flagged in the data file.
Duplicates are not counted in the number of meteors reported
for each extracted stream.

On average, the effective surface area covered by the CAMS
cameras in California is 35,949 km2. The effective nightly sky cov-
erage, expressed in terms of area covered by each camera times the
hours of operation, summed over all active cameras, has been fairly



Fig. 2. The effective nightly sky coverage, defined as the combined number of clear sky camera hours and effective surface area covered by each camera.

Fig. 3. The mean clear-sky hourly meteor rate throughout the year.
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constant since the third (Lick Observatory) station came online on
April 28, 2011 (Fig. 2). Longer nights in winter months permit more
hours of observation. There were 664 (partially) clear nights in the
period from October 21st, 2010 until March 30th, 2013.

Solar longitude (ko) measures the position of Earth in its orbit.
The accumulated solar longitude coverage is shown in Fig. 3. The
anticipated yield was about 300 meteors per solar longitude inter-
val of 1� in a 3-year survey (Jenniskens et al., 2011a). At the end of
March, 2013, the yield has reached 302 meteors per interval on
average, but higher rates are detected in autumn than in
springtime. Thanks to generally good weather conditions, 300 or
more meteors were detected for 155 out of the 360 intervals. Only
44 one-degree ko intervals have less than 100 meteors and 13 have
less than 30 meteors, namely ko = 7, 21–24, 34, 56, 64, 66, 330, 331,
334, and 359. Clouds are mainly a problem in the months of
November through April.

3.2. Accuracy

The distribution of measurement uncertainties is wide. The
uncertainty in the radiant angle is on average ±0.40� (median
value), with a standard deviation of 0.42�. As much as 85% of
trajectories have an uncertainty in the radiant position less than
1�, the target precision of CAMS. The median value of uncertainty
for entry speed (Vinf) was 0.89%, respectively, or ±0.37 km/s, errors
being distributed with a standard deviation of r = 0.76 km/s. 82%
of trajectories have an error less than 1 km/s, the target precision
of CAMS.

The geocentric parameters for radiant and speed reported in
this paper are derived after removal of the effects from Earth’s
rotation and the acceleration due to Earth’s gravity (Jenniskens
et al., 2011a). The error in the geocentric speed (Vg) is not much
changed by this, amounting to about ±0.26 km/s for Vg = 10 km/s
meteors, rising to about ±0.63 km/s for fast 70 km/s meteors. How-
ever, errors in entry speed add uncertainty to the correction for
zenith attraction, resulting in a median uncertainty of ±0.77�
(r = 1.54�) in the geocentric radiant position, rising to as large as
±30� when Vg � 10 km/s. 61% of the geocentric trajectories have
an uncertainty less than ±1� in radiant position.

Meteoroid orbits with large errors tend not be assigned to
streams. For those meteors that are assigned to the established
meteoroid streams, the geocentric radiant has a median uncer-
tainty of ±0.39� in R.A. (r = 0.74�) and ±0.56� in Decl. (r = 0.64�),
while the speed is uncertain by ±0.37 km/s (r = 0.72 km/s). 68%
of trajectories have an uncertainty less than ±1�.

3.3. Median orbital elements

Meteor showers stand out as clusters in the diagram of Fig. 1.
Because we focus our attention here on the established showers,
the task at hand is to extract the relevant cluster at the expected
radiant and velocity coordinates and measure the median orbital
elements of the extracted meteoroids, the precision of their mea-
surement and the dispersion in their values (Jopek et al., 2006).

The median orbital elements of 70 established showers are pre-
sented in Tables 1–12 and the individual detections are discussed
in Section 4. The measured precision of the median radiant posi-
tion and speed, as well as the dispersion of these parameters, is
given in Table 13. The semi-major axis (a) represents the inverse
of the median of 1/a. When that median is less or equal to zero,
the value is given as ‘‘Inf.”.

The radiant is drift-corrected to an integer solar longitude value,
chosen nearest to the median solar longitude of the observed
stream or based on a previously reported shower peak. The radiant
drift rate in Table 13 can be used to calculate the radiant at a
different solar longitude.

Also given in Table 13 is the stream-to-background (S/B) surface
density ratio, which is the number of assigned stream members
inside the 2r contour of the distribution over that in the nearby
background (both unassigned and previously assigned meteors),
averaged over a four times bigger area. S/B = 1 means that the
shower raises the local surface density a factor of two above the
sporadic background. Typically, S/B 6 2 would constitute tentative
detections, while values larger than 3 are strong detections.

4. The established showers

4.1. The a-Capricornids

This ecliptic low-inclination shower was discovered based on
only 12 photographic orbits from the Harvard Meteor Orbit
Survey (Wright et al., 1956). The shower was recently associated
with weakly active Comet 169P/NEAT (Jenniskens, 2006;
Jenniskens and Vaubaillon, 2010), which has a D = 1.4-km
diameter based on the comet’s absolute nuclear magnitude HN



Fig. 4. Αlpha Capricornids – radiant positions in equatorial coordinates toward the antihelion source direction during ko = 104–134�, drift-corrected to solar ko = 127�. The
newly identified n2-Capricornid (XCS) are not distinguished in the P–i diagram (right).

Fig. 5. Αlpha Capricornids – (a) rate profile of the a-Capricornids (CAP) and n2-Capricornids (XCS), with solid dots showing the combined activity. (b) Radiant drift with least
squares fit through the a-Capricornids. The e-Aquariids (EQA) are shown as crosses. (c) Semi-major axis versus perihelion distance for all meteors during ko = 113–134�. The
3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter is marked.
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and assuming a geometric albedo a = 0.04, using logD (km)
= 3.12 � 0.200HN � 0.05log(a) (Plavec and Harris, 2007).

CAMSmeasured 646 video orbits for the main component of the
a-Capricornids (IAU#1, CAP). The stream number 1 indicates the
order in which this shower is listed in the IAU Working List of
Meteor Showers, while ‘‘CAP” is the assigned three-letter code.

The distribution of meteors in the two CAMS StreamFinder
graphs are plotted in Fig. 4. The shower stands out well from the
sporadic background and the dispersion is resolved. The drift-
corrected radiant distribution of the CAP is compact at its core
ko = 123–125�, and more diffuse at other times. The shower activity
Table 1
The a-Capricornids – median orbital elements of meteor shower components.

a In this and following tables, the header symbols have the following meaning: IAU numb
labeled ‘‘⁄” = probable or ‘‘?” = possible); N = number of observed meteors; ko = median so
Dec. = Declination (�, J2000); Vg = geocentric entry speed in km/s (without Earth’s gravit
q = perihelion distance (AU), i = inclination (�),x = argument of perihelion (�), node = asce
to Jupiter. The parent body orbit is adjusted to intersect Earth’s orbit by rotating around t
3. Other methods used here: H = Adjustment by variation of the argument of perihe
Q = Adjustment by variation of the perihelion distance; W = Adjustment by variation of
curve, the number of shower members detected per hour of
observation as a function of solar longitude, has a centroid at
ko = 125.6� (Fig. 5a). There is a residual radiant drift toward shorter
ecliptic longitudes with increasing solar longitude (Fig. 5b).

CAMS data also detected a second component in the drift-
corrected radiant (Fig. 4a), which we will refer to as the n2-
Capricornids (#623, XCS). The radiant positions form a narrow
arc at an angle to the ecliptic plane (Fig. 4a). The new component
has 86 members with threshold Dh 6 0.065 and is active from
ko = 113� to 124� (Fig. 5a). This is a strong detection, with a radiant
number density inside the 2r contour that is 28 times that over the
er; object = IAU meteor shower code or parent body designation (with parent bodies
lar longitude of the distribution; position of the radiant: R.A. = Right Ascension and
ational acceleration); orbital elements in equinox J2000: a = semi-major axis (AU),
nding node (�),P = longitude of perihelion (�); TJ = Tisserand parameter with respect
he line of apsides, using method ‘‘A” of Neslusan et al. (1998) as indicated in column
lion and inclination; P = Adjustment from a parallel shift of the velocity vector;
the argument of perihelion.



Fig. 7. Southern v-Orionids – radiants during ko = 235–245�, when the Southern v-
Orionids (ORS) emerge at a distinct position from the Southern Taurids (STA). Other
showers shown in this diagram are the Northern Taurids (NTA), the November
Orionids (NOO) and the h-Aurigids (THA).
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nearby sporadic background. The average speed of the XCS is
slightly higher than that of the main component: Vg = 24.5 ± 0.1
versus 23.0 ± 0.1 km/s.

There is also a third component. The a-Capricornid activity
drops off rapidly at ko = 133� (Fig. 5a), but the shower is known
to be active even during the peak of the Perseids around
ko = 140� (Jenniskens, 1994). Indeed, CAMS detects a tail of activity
in the period ko = 134–142�with a drift-corrected radiant displaced
from that of the a-Capricornid shower (Fig. 5b). For that reason,
they were given a separate name, the e-Aquariids (#692, EQA).
23 members were isolated and the median orbital elements are
given in Table 1.

4.2. The Encke Complex

Even based on the sparse photographic orbits, the Southern
Taurids (#2, STA) and the Northern Taurids (#17, NTA) are thought
to be composed of several components (Porubcan et al., 2006;
Babadzhanov et al., 2008; Bucek and Porubcan, 2014). Our
sun-centered ecliptic Taurid shower radiants move from high to
low ecliptic longitude with increasing solar longitude (Fig. 6). This
drift is not continuous, with early Taurids drifting more gradually
with solar longitude (Fig. 6). Just after ko = 235�, the Southern
Taurid component continues to drift to lower ecliptic longitude
and a separate component emerges at a higher ecliptic longitude
(Fig. 7). The newly emerging stream is established and known as
the Southern v-Orionids (#257, ORS).

Overall, Southern and Northern Taurid activity is not symmetric
in solar longitude (Fig. 6). That means that the Northern and
Southern Taurids are not strict twin showers, in the sense that they
have activity at the corresponding twin node because precession
will rotate the nodal line. It was known from photographic
observations that the Southern Taurids are more pronounced in
October and early November, while the Northern Taurids are more
active in the middle and later part of November (Porubcan et al.,
Fig. 6. Taurids – radiant drift of Southern Taurids (STA, top) and Northern Taurids
(NTA, bottom) during ko = 180–265�. Gaps are due to adverse weather.
2006; Jenniskens, 2006). This is evident also in the CAMS observa-
tions (Fig. 6).

The Northern and Southern Taurid radiant show differences in
relative activity and compactness of the radiant from day to day
(Fig. 8). On some days the Northern Taurids are more active, while
on other days the Southern Taurids dominate. It is not clear at
present whether these patterns repeat from year to year.

It appears that the drift-corrected radiant position is unchanged
for a few days, then jumps to a next position. In Fig. 8, for example,
the Northern Taurid radiant appears to jump at ko = 224�, while the
Southern Taurid radiant appears to jump at ko = 225�, then again at
ko = 229�. Jumps look like the result of chance changes in the
scatter of Taurid meteors from day to day, but between jumps
the radiant becomes more compact and then more diffuse again,
while overall rates appear to climb and fall even after correcting
for the effective observing time (Fig. 9).

Assuming that these apparent jumps are not due to observa-
tional effects such as low-number statistics combined with adverse
weather conditions on some days, the individual components were
extracted by placing a small circle of 1� diameter on the visually
identified cluster of drift-corrected radiants. The mean orbit for
this sample was then used to extract the component using the
Dsh criterion (Southworth and Hawkins, 1963) with threshold val-
ues of 0.06–0.09. In this case, Dsh and Dh (Jopek, 1993) gave similar
results, while other criteria (e.g., Dn of Valsecchi et al., 1999) did
not improve the extraction of the cluster.

Table 2 lists the average orbital elements of a total of 19 Taurid
components. The typical duration of each component is 3–10 days,
much like the activity profile of the a-Capricornids, for example
(Fig. 5a). Gray and dark lines in Fig. 9 trace the activity of individual
components. Dots show the total Taurid activity in the September to
December period (ko = 160–280�). Visual observers recognize activ-
ity in the range ko = 190–260�, in good agreement (Jenniskens, 1994;
Dubietis and Arlt, 2007).

Toward lower and higher longitudes, the Southern Taurids
appear to be still active at a weak level, but not enough meteors
were observed to recognize individual components. Taurids that
were not assigned to the subcomponents listed in Table 2, were
assigned to shower #2 (Southern Taurids) or #17 (Northern
Taurids), instead.

The name Southern October d-Arietids (#28, SOA) was assigned
to one of the Southern Taurid shower components, most similar to



Fig. 8. Taurids – radiant position in sun-centered ecliptic coordinates, showing all meteors in the period ko = 190–260� (top, left), as well as the daily radiant maps for
ko = 220–230�. The two gray areas are plotted at a constant position in the diagram to show the intrinsic radiant drift.

Fig. 9. Taurids – shower activity for all Taurids (�) and for individual shower components defined in the text (gray and dark lines).
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orbital elements claimed for this stream in the past (Sekanina,
1976; Jenniskens, 2006). Note that this shower name originally
was intended to encompass most Encke Complex meteor activity
in October (Jenniskens, 2006). In the same way, the name Northern
October d-Arietids (#25, NOA) was assigned to one of the Northern
Taurid shower components.
4.3. Possible late and early Encke Complex showers

It is not clear how the Southern v-Orionids relate to the South-
ern Taurids. They do have the same semi-major axis a = 2.22 AU
and longitude of perihelion (P � 158�) typical of other Taurid
shower components, but they deviate from the general trend of



Table 2
The Encke Complex – Northern and Southern Taurid shower components.

a

b

a The header includes the typical uncertainty of determining the mean, as well as the dispersion of the orbital elements. Uncertainties are in terms of 1 standard deviation.
Notes: j = Jenniskens (2006); p = Porubcan et al. (2006); b = Babadzhanov et al. (2008); o = Ohtsuka (2006); and r = Rudawska et al. (2013).
b Not observed by CAMS.
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changing P and q with solar longitude. The name Southern
v-Orionids (#257, ORS) was assigned here to the most prominent
component of the branch known under that name (Fig. 7). Two
later component of this branch were assigned the names
m-Taurids (#636, MTA) and December f-Taurids (#638, DZT).
Orbital elements are given in Table 3.

We assigned the name Northern v-Orionids (#256, ORN) to one
of the Northern Taurid shower components with orbital elements
Table 3
The Encke Complex – possibly related early and late showers.
similar to those derived from previously reported photographed
ORN orbits (see Table 7 in Jenniskens, 2006).

Into January, there is still a concentration of radiants suggestive
of Encke Complex showers in the antihelion source (Fig. 10). These
now confirmed showers are known as the Northern d-Cancrids
(#96, NCC) and the Southern d-Cancrids (#97, SCC). The diffuse
northern branch is at a slightly lower inclination than the better-
defined southern branch (Table 3). Again, the radiant travels to



Fig. 10. Cancrids – the Northern and Southern Cancrids radiate from just above and
below the ecliptic plane at the center of this diagram in late December and January
(ko = 268–306�).

Fig. 11. Geminids – the longitude of perihelion (P) and the semi-major axis (a) of
meteoroid orbits change with solar longitude of the encounter. Open circles are the
related h-Aurigids (THA), while crosses mark the component of fast Geminids here
called the December q-Geminids (DRG).
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lower ecliptic longitudes later in the month of January. Grouped in
periods of five days, the distribution of meteor radiants varies sig-
nificantly, suggesting that these streams, too, consist of more than
one component.

Some Taurid-like activity extends also below ko = 189�, into
September and August. Early Southern Taurids are called the
Southern Piscids (#216, SPI), but the shower does not separate well
from STA activity. Table 3 lists orbital elements for 52 Southern
Taurids assigned to this component. The Northern Taurids ramp
up much later, so that the activity of the corresponding Northern
Piscids (#215, NPI) is more clearly separated. This shower is recog-
nized as a cluster centered on ko = 174�, active over a period of
about 11 days in September (Table 3). Even earlier than the
Northern Piscids are the Northern i-Aquariids (#33, NIA). These
are known to be active in late August, but this shower needed ver-
ification (Jenniskens, 2006). CAMS confirms a weak concentration
of radiants in this area. The center of the cluster appears to have
a lower perihelion distance than the nearby Northern Piscids.

CAMS does not clearly detect the established Southern
i-Aquariids (#3, SIA). This shower was identified previously in five
photographic surveys from an abundance of low q = 0.19–0.36 AU
orbits in the period July 15 to August 25 (Jenniskens, 2006). In
CAMS data, orbits with these properties are not distinct from
others in the antihelion source at that time.
4.4. The Phaethon Complex

CAMS measured 5103 Geminid orbits, the highest number of
any shower (Table 4). There is almost no intrinsic radiant drift after
Table 4
The Phaethon Complex – the Geminid and Daytime Sextantid showers.
correcting for Earth’s motion around the Sun (a least square fits
gives �0.12� per degree ko). The stream is encountered at a rela-
tively high mean anomaly. The longitude of perihelion changes
rapidly along the path of Earth through the stream (Fig. 11), while
the argument of perihelion stays nearly constant (not shown). The
meteoroids encountered early have a smaller semi-major axis of
a � 1.20 AU at ko < 256�, which increases to a = 1.32 AU around
the peak. Phaethon has currently a = 1.271 AU (Table 4).

The November h-Aurigids (#390, THA), confirmed in prelimi-
nary results published in Jenniskens et al. (2011a), are now even
better detected (Fig. 8). They appear to be simply an extension of
low-q Geminid orbits toward early November (Table 4). The THA
and GEM are continuous in the change of longitude of perihelion
(Fig. 11). Late THA have the same a � 1.15 AU of early Geminids.



Fig. 12. Daytime Arietids – orbital elements as a function of solar longitude. Data are compared to those of the Marsden sunskirter Comet P/1999 J6 (solid square) and the
reported CMOR radar data (dashed line) from Campbell-Brown (2004).
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On the other hand, many THA have a slightly higher argument of
perihelion than the Geminids and most were detected in a narrow
period centered on ko = 243� (Fig. 11). The THA are diffuse in incli-
nation and perihelion distance, and are split perhaps into two com-
ponents, one similar to the Geminids at i = 21.8� and q = 0.15 AU,
and one at a higher inclination of i = 27.9� and q = 0.11 AU.

A possible twin shower of the Geminids was detected south of
the ecliptic plane: the December Canis Minorids (#253, CMI),
now confirmed (Table 4). The longitude of perihelion is similar to
that of the other Phaethon Complex showers, but the semi-major
axis is perhaps slightly higher.

As a final curiosity, a group of unusual Geminids was found to
have relatively high �39.5 km/s entry speed (7r above the median
33.8 km/s of other Geminids) and a resulting high i � 28� and
semi-major axis a � 1.5–3.0 AU (Fig. 11). Based on the medium
measurement error, we expected only 3 such outliers. These are
here called here the December q-Geminids (#641, DRG).
Table 5
The Machholz Complex – the Daytime Arietids, delta Aquariids, and Quadrantids.
4.5. The Machholz Complex

The Machholz Complex includes 96P/Machholz, the Marsden
and Kracht sunskirter comets, as well as several meteoroid
streams, which all align along a nutation cycle (Sekanina and
Chodas, 2005; Jenniskens, 2006). In this case, the inclination and
perihelion distance oscillate with large amplitude while the nodal
line rotates. The showers include the Daytime Arietids (#171, ARI),
the Southern d-Aquariids (#5, SDA), the Quadrantid shower (#10,
QUA), the Northern d-Aquariids (#26, NDA) and, we now find, also
the August i-Cetids (#505, AIC), first detected by Andreic et al.
(2013).

CAMS detected a total of 31 Daytime Arietids in the hours
before dawn, with a median semi-major axis for this stream
hai = 2.77 ± 0.15 AU (Table 5), dispersed by r = ±0.82 AU. The
shower has a relatively wide activity profile. The strong change
of orbital elements with solar longitude noted earlier from CMOR



Fig. 13. Southern d-Aquariids – activity profile (left), radiant in sun-centered ecliptic coordinates (middle) and intrinsic radiant drift (right) for meteors radiating from the
Southern d-Aquariids radiant in August during solar longitudes 132–153�. Shower members in the range ko = 132–148� are called the August o-Aquariids (AOA), while the late
ko = 148–163� component is the August i-Cetids (AIC). Other showers shown are the Northern d-Aquariids (NDA), the e-Aquariids (EQA) = late a-Capricornids, the Northern i-
Aquariids (NIA), and the Northern June Aquilids (NZC).
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observations by Campbell-Brown (2004) are confirmed, except
that the semi-major axis of our video-derived orbits is systemati-
cally higher than that measured by CMOR and the perihelion dis-
tance is generally smaller (Fig. 12). In both cases, values are
closer to those of Marsden sunskirter Comet P/1999 J6 (shown as
a square dot in Fig. 12). Most interestingly, the deviation of q from
this trend (Dq) correlates with the semi-major axis, a larger nega-
tive deviation from the CMOR mean line corresponding to the
higher semi-major axis values. There is also a good correlation with
the longitude of perihelion, more negative values correspond to the
lower values of P (Fig. 12).

Like the Daytime Arietids, the Southern d-Aquariids too show a
relatively wide activity profile. This one is decidedly asymmetric,
with higher rates persisting into August (Fig. 13). After ko = 132�,
the radiant becomes diffuse. Activity of this late component peaks
at ko = 137�, during a gradual shift of the radiant position. The
Fig. 14. Southern d-Aquariids – orbital elements as a function of solar longitude. Elemen
component called the August o-Aquariids (AOA).
radiant drift and the drift of orbital elements with solar longitude
are discontinuous at this junction (Fig. 14): the late Southern
d-Aquariids after ko = 132� have less intrinsic radiant drift and a
lower semi-major axis. These late SDA are now called the August
o-Aquariids (#640, AOA).

The Northern d-Aquariids (Fig. 13) have a semi-major axis
a = 1.97 AU on average, smaller than the previous showers, while
P does not follow the trend seen above. Instead, P is much more
similar to that of 96P/Machholz (Table 5). The shower’s radiant
distribution has a tail to higher Right Ascension and declination
(Fig. 13). No associated sunskirter comets have been detected
so far.

Following the August o-Aquariids, activity continues at the
position of the Southern d-Aquariids radiant, peaking again in late
August centered on ko = 154�. This shower is known as the August
i-Cetids (#505, AIC), and now confirmed (Fig. 13). This shower,
ts for Comet C/2008 Y12 are shown as a solid square. Crosses show members of the



Fig. 15. Andromedids and Eta Virginids – left: Radiants in sun-centered ecliptic coordinates during ko = 212–256�, showing the annual Andromedids (AND) and the outburst
2011 December /-Cassiopeiids (DPC). The antihelion source is to the bottom left. Right: Same for ko = 351–359�, with 2013 outburst of g-Virginids (EVI).

Fig. 16. Kappa Cygnids – sun-centered equatorial radiants (right) and P–i diagram (left, with inset showing unlabeled data) of meteors observed in the period ko = 136–159�.
Symbols mark the j-Cygnids (KCY), August Draconids (AUD), August l-Draconids (AMD), and i-Draconids (IOD). Gray circles show the photographed radiant of outburst 1993
j-Cygnids (Jenniskens, 2006).
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rather than the SDA, appears to be a twin shower of the Northern
d-Aquariids, representing dust that has continued to evolve along
the nutation cycle. The shower has the same low mean semi-
major axis (a = 2.11 AU) and P = 119�. This shower, like the NDA,
has no known parent body.

4.6. Established showers from Jupiter-family comets

In recent times, a well observed comet disruption was that of
Comet 3D/Biela in about 1842/43 (Marsden and Sekanina, 1971).
Today, the annual Andromedids (#18, AND) display an interesting
pattern by moving in radiant to higher ecliptic latitudes later in the
year, causing the band in Fig. 15 over the period ko = 212–235�. The
shower was most notably present around ko = 224�, but CAMS also
detected a concentration of radiants around ko = 233�. On Dec 2–5,
2011, a strong outburst was detected both by CAMS (Jenniskens,
2012; Jenniskens et al., 2012a) and the CMOR radar (Wiegert
et al., 2013), and given the name December /-Cassiopeiids
(#446, DPC). From December 2 onwards (01:48–14:27 UT),
CAMS detected N = 2, 12, 20, 35, 0 DPC, respectively.
Wiegert et al. (2013) attributed this outburst to past activity from
Comet 3D/Biela, from a time before the comet had been discovered.
That makes this outburst distinct from past Andromedid storms
and outbursts, which resulted mostly from the post breakup
1846- and 1852-return ejecta, when the comet was seen split in
two (Jenniskens and Vaubaillon, 2007). Until now, we have seen
no evidence of dust generated during the 1842/43 disruption
(Jenniskens and Vaubaillon, 2007). The longitude of perihelion
and eccentricity of the orbit do suggest a relationship between
DPC and 3D/Biela (Fig. 15, Table 6), but the motion of the DPC
radiant during its brief period of activity does not align with that
of the annual Andromedids (Fig. 15). So far, no remaining comet
fragments were found, but it is not impossible that the DPC
originated from one such fragment.

Fig. 15 also shows the g-Virginids (#11, EVI), a strong shower
detected during a week in March 2013 (ko = 351–359�), when from
March 11 onwards: 0, 5, 4, 1, 2, 3, 12, 9, and 4 meteors were seen.
March 20 was clouded. Cloudy weather in 2011 and 2012 pre-
vented observations on these nights. The shower has an unusual
distribution of radiants: narrow in ecliptic latitude but extended
in longitude (Fig. 15), suggesting this is recently created debris
and the 2013 activity was a meteor outburst (Table 6).
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A very complicated situation exists in August, when slow mete-
ors come from Cygnus and Draco (Fig. 16). The whole area shows a
diffuse but well-isolated concentration of activity in the P–i dia-
gram (inset in right diagram of Fig. 16). We de-constructed a series
of shower components as follows, but the results may not be
unique. We started with the j-Cygnids (#12, KCY), a shower
known from outbursts rich in fireballs around the peak of the Per-
seids (Jenniskens and Vaubaillon, 2008). In 1993, high numbers of
j-Cygnids were photographed by Dutch Meteor Society observers:
32 meteors clustered at R.A. = 276.9�, Decl. = +53.6�, Vg = 21.4 km/s
at ko = 140.9� (Table 6), while tight groups of 4 and 5 radiated from
nearby positions (gray circles in Fig. 16). A similar outburst did not
occur during the CAMS period of observations described here, but
SonotaCo data show a j-Cygnid outburst in 2007, positioned at R.
A. = 286.0�, Dec. = +47.8�, with speed Vg = 21.7 km/s at ko = 140�, in
good agreement. We assigned all similar meteors around this posi-
tion to shower #12 (Fig. 16).

A group of radiants just above the j-Cygnid radiant were
assigned to the established August Draconids (#197, AUD). After
ko = 145�, activity jumps to a different position, identified as the
August l-Draconids (#470, AMD), a shower that is now confirmed.
In addition to showers KCY (ko = 136–143�), AUD (ko = 140–145�),
and AMD (ko = 145–158�), we also identified a nearby shower
called the i-Draconids (#703, IOD) at ko = 154–159� (Fig. 16). It is
possible that all these showers relate to asteroid 2008 ED69

(Jenniskens and Vaubaillon, 2008) as a product of a disruption
cascade. So far, other proposed candidate parent bodies are not a
good match (e.g., Jones et al., 2006).

Table 6 lists other established JFC-type showers that were
detected by CAMS during the time discussed here. The outburst
of October Draconids (#9, DRA) in 2011 was observed from
Kuelungsborn and Dunkelsdorf in Germany, where two of the
CAMS units (4 cameras each) had been taken to measure mete-
oroid trajectories. 22 precise trajectories were measured, results
of which were published in Jenniskens et al. (2011b). The mea-
sured median orbital elements are in good agreement with those
expected for dust ejected in 1900 A.D. by parent Comet 21P/Gia-
cobini–Zinner (Table 6). The measured geocentric radiant disper-
sion (r = 1.26� in R.A. and 0.98�) is mostly due to measurement
error, as the theoretical dispersion is only about ±0.12� in R.A.
and ±0.05�. The measured median error was 2.33� in R.A. and
Table 6
Jupiter-family comets – established showers with 2.0 6 TJ < 3.0.

a Photographic observations during the 1993 KCY outburst (Jenniskens and Vaubaillon,
b Radiant and peak time from meteoroid stream modeling (Vaubaillon et al., 2011).
0.71�. Due to clouds, CAMS did not observe the reported DRA
outburst in 2012 (Ye et al., 2013).

The highly inclined but very compact c-Ursae Minorids (#404,
GUM) are active at ko = 298�, close to but well isolated from the
Ursids (#15), which are active earlier in the month around
ko = 271� (Table 6). Due to weather, all but one meteor was
observed in 2013.

The o-Eridanids (#338, OER) are diffuse but well separated from
the antihelion source. They are well detected (Jenniskens et al.,
2011a). Finally, the established highly inclined and compact
x-Herculids (#346, XHE) were only weakly detected.

4.7. The established long-period comet showers

Results for the established Long Period comet (LPC) type
showers are listed in Table 7. Such showers tend to have low dust
density, diluted on account of a long orbital period. The node of the
stream does not change significantly over long periods of time, as a
result of which most showers are active only for a few days and
have a relatively compact radiant. These showers stand out only
in collected data over intervals of 610� solar longitude and
typically require a threshold value of Dsh < 0.10. Most LPC-type
shower values for semi-major axis are in the range of
a = 10–30 AU. Our values for the meteoroid stream tend to be
lower than that of the parent comet. This could be a selection
effect, with shorter orbits frequenting Earth more often, or an issue
with the initial speed being slightly underestimated in the CAMS
observations.

Outbursts from meteoroids on long-period (>250 y) orbits are
thought to arise mainly from crossing the 1-revolution dust trail
of LPC, because perturbations cause the dust to disperse rapidly
in the next return (Jenniskens, 2006). The first reported example
of such outburst in CAMS data was a compact cluster of 6 meteors
with a high declination and no other activity around (Jenniskens
and Gural, 2011). The six meteoroids had identical orbits to within
their measurement error and were observed over a period of a few
hours on February 4, 2011. The shower now is called the February
g-Draconids (#427, FED). No new cases have surfaced since, but
such showers are known to happen only once or twice every
60 years for any given comet dust trail that passes to within
±0.011 AU from Earth’s orbit (Lyytinen and Jenniskens, 2003).
2008).
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Annual shower components, representing dust from at least 2
revolutions old (Jenniskens, 2006), are sometimes detected also
from LPC-type orbits. The Lyrids (#6, LYR) from Comet C/1861 G1

(Thatcher) are active over six days (ko = 29–34�) and are well iso-
lated from the sporadic background. This comet moves in a
�415-y orbit, short as far as long-period comets go (Jenniskens,
2006). Curiously, the radiant is slightly more diffuse outside the
core period of stream activity at ko = 32–33�.

The Aurigids (#206, AUR) from Comet C/1911 N1 (Kiess) show a
compact slightly elongated radiant, active over 6 days also. Most
meteors were detected in 2011. The shower is known for periodic
outbursts.

Eight out of nine selected October Ursae Majorids (#333, OCU)
are from the night of October 15, 2012. Good data at that solar lon-
gitude existed also from 2011, which implies that the activity is not
annual and this shower had an outburst in 2012.

Good detections were made also of the Leonis Minorids (#22,
LMI), the g-Lyrids (#145, ELY), and the j-Ursae Majorids (#445,
KUM). The KUM are known for outbursts. Five out of 8 KUM were
detected in 2012, but over a 3-day period and with significant dis-
persion in radiant positions, suggesting CAMS-detected activity
was annual in nature.

Some showers have a relatively long duration. The strong
December Monocerotids (#19, MON) from Comet C/1971 F1 (Mel-
lish) show some sign of substructure, but not conclusively enough
to extract components. Good detections were made also of the
compact e-Geminids (#23, EGE), which does appear to have a long
orbital period. The strong July c-Draconids (#184, GDR) show an
intrinsically drifting radiant to lower ecliptic longitude later in
the month (Holman and Jenniskens, 2012b). The July Pegasids
(#175, JPE) have a compact radiant too, but a large spread in entry
speed, with a changing longitude of perihelion from P = 354� to
28� during the time of the observations, possibly extending to
P = 65� in late July. The orbital period of the meteors suggests that
this dust is from a long-period comet also.

4.8. A Halley Complex?

Comet 1P/Halley, the poster child of Halley-type comets (HTC),
is responsible for the Orionids (#8, ORI) and g-Aquariids (#31,
ETA). The first CAMS observations were made during a predicted
outburst of Orionids on October 21, 2010 (Sato and Watanabe,
2007; Jenniskens et al., 2010a). These outbursts are thought to be
Table 7
Long Period comets – established showers with TJ < 2.0.

a From photographic orbits during meteor outbursts (Jenniskens et al., 1997).
caused by dust trapped in the 6:1 mean-motion resonance with
Jupiter at P = 71 yr (Sekhar and Asher, 2014). A compact radiant
would be expected. 38 Orionid trajectories were measured that
night, 21 with an error better than ±0.4� in radiant (Fig. 17).
Results for the 14 meteors near the center of the image are given
separately in Table 8. The accuracy of the semi-major axis
(a = 10–28 AU, hai = 11.7 AU) is not enough to identify the mean
motion resonance with Jupiter that traps the dust. The median
value is slightly higher than that of annual Orionids, and closer
to that of 1P/Halley itself.

A similar outburst component is sometimes observed in activity
of the g-Aquariids (#31, ETA) in the range of ko = 45–47�
(Jenniskens, 2006). CAMS data show a compact radiant on those
dates. Results from 41 meteors are given separately in Table 8,
again showing a semi-major axis slightly higher than that of the
annual ETA.

Are these the only showers related to Comet 1P/Halley? A strik-
ing feature in Fig. 1 is the tail of activity that extends from the Ori-
onid radiant to southern latitudes (see arrow in left diagram). This
area is enlarged in Fig. 18. These showers stretch over the months
of August to November and this ‘‘Orionid tail” is not obvious before
radiant drift correction (Fig. 18, left side). The tail is first detected
when the g-Eridanids (#191, ERI) activity ends at around ko = 152�
in late August. This shower has a very long activity period from
ko = 117� to 152�.

Some individual components of the Orionid tail were recog-
nized in previous meteoroid orbit surveys. Leading up to the Orion-
ids, there is first the compact 27-Monocerotids (#558, TSM), only
recently proposed from Croation Video Network and SonotaCo data
by Andreic et al. (2014) and now confirmed (Fig. 18). The number
27 refers to the Flamsteed number of the star in the naming. In the
drift uncorrected radiant data, TSM is well separated from the
other showers. Next are the r-Orionids (#225, SOR), now con-
firmed, followed by the established m-Eridanids (#337, NUE). The
SOR are later than the NUE in activity and extend from ko = 188�
to 208�. Next are the September o-Orionids (#479, SOO), now
confirmed, and the newly named n-Geminids (#718, XGM).

What appear to be unrelated showers, but located close to
the tail in sun-centered coordinates (Fig. 18), are the diffuse
p6-Orionids (#552, PSO), now confirmed, and two newly identified
showers, the k-Geminids (#719, LGM) and the q-Eridanids
(#738, RER). The PSO represent a complex distribution of
meteoroid orbits and distribute strangely in the uncorrected



Fig. 17. Orionids – radiant distribution in sun-centered equatorial coordinates of all
extracted Orionids, and drift corrected to ko = 209�, where black dots are the
precisely measured Orionids (with angular errors <0.5�) from the outburst night of
October 21, 2010.
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radiant diagram. More data is needed to sort out if more than one
shower is responsible. The previously reported October Mono-
cerotids (#227, OMO) are said to be located just below shower
#225 (Jenniskens, 2006), but were not detected.

All showers in the ‘‘Orionid tail” are listed in Table 8. They have
Halley-type semi-major axis a = 5–12 and show a wide range in
longitude of perihelion, with a general trend of increasing P with
solar longitude. The relation of these showers to Comet 1P/Halley,
if any, needs study.

4.9. The established Halley-type showers

Halley-type comets (HTC) are rare, but their dust ejecta can get
trapped in mean-motion resonances, resulting in accumulations
that can persist even when the comet orbit has precessed away
from Earth’s orbit (Jenniskens, 2006). As a result, many HTC type
showers exist that have parent bodies in now quite different orbits.
Orbital elements for the remaining Halley-type showers in the IAU
Working List are summarized in Table 9, which gives retrograde
orbits related to the apex sources, Table 10 that has high
inclination prograde orbits related to the toroidal complex, and
in Table 11 that has paired showers of HTC and JFC type.
Table 8
The Halley Complex – includes showers in the ‘‘Orionid tail” in order of solar longitude.
The large 26-km diameter Halley-type Comet 109P/Swift–Tuttle
is the parent body of the Perseid shower (#7, PER). The shower has a
well-defined radiant position after drift correction. In the solar lon-
gitude interval ko = 105–114�, another component is located close to
it in sun-centered coordinates (Zoladek and Wisniewski, 2012;
Segon et al., 2012), now called the f-Cassiopeiids (#444, ZCS). This
shower may also originate from 109P/Swift–Tuttle. The longitude
of perihelion is lower (P = 278� versus 292�), but this fits in a trend
of changing P versus solar longitude.

The annual Leonids (#13, LEO) of Comet 55P/Tempel–Tuttle are
well detected. The radiant gradually moves to lower ecliptic longi-
tude and the combined radiant has a faint tail in that direction.

The January Leonids (#319, JLE), first detected in the CMOR sur-
vey (Brown et al., 2010), holds the record for the lowest median
perihelion distance. The shower has q = 0.048 ± 0.007 AU. Thirteen
shower members were observed, all in the period 2011 December
31–2012 January 7. This may have been an outburst.

The r-Hydrusids (#16, HYD) show a relatively large dispersion
in longitude of perihelion and inclination and contain a late diffuse
component. A compact group of 8 HYD were detected in 2011 with
higher perihelion distances, perhaps a meteor outburst. Because
the parent body is unknown, this object may at present be a high
impact risk to Earth. Other detected retrograde showers listed in
Table 9 include the w-Ursae Majorids (#339, PSU) in a short
Dko = 10� window, the strong /-Piscids (#372, PPS), and the strong
c-Andromedids (#411, CAN) (Holman and Jenniskens, 2013). The
strong December v-Virginids (#335, XVI) are detected over a wide
34� interval.

The Comae Berenicids (#20, COM) are active in December and
January over a long time interval. The shower was previously
known as the December Leonis Minorids, before the IAU Task
Group on Meteor Shower Nomenclature adopted the name Comae
Berenicids. After drift correction, the radiant is compact but elon-
gated in ecliptic longitude and has a tail to lower ecliptic longitude.
Several previously identified showers were mere parts of this
stream. No individual components are found, except for the late
February g-Virginids (#506, FEV) (Steakley and Jenniskens,
2013). This shower, too, has a high semi-major axis, suggesting
that a massive long-period comet is responsible. No parent body
is known.

The September e-Perseids (#208, SPE) were detected over a
relatively long interval between ko = 161� and 190� with a similar
rate profile in 2011 and 2012, in both years having highest rates
during a narrow 5� wide peak centered on 167.0�. The shower is
known for its 2–4 h wide outbursts in 2008 and 2013, at



Fig. 18. Orionids – radiant map of showers in the Orion ‘‘tail” during the period ko = 137–239�, in observed geocentric coordinates (left) and in sun-centered ecliptic
coordinates after correcting for radiant drift from Earth’s motion around the Sun (right). Individual showers are shown by different symbols and marked with the IAU
assigned shower number.
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ko = 166.91� and 167.19�, respectively (Gajdos et al., 2014). The
long duration of the shower suggests a Halley-type origin.

Among the prograde Halley-type showers are the v-Taurids
(#338, CTA), the a-Hydrids (#331, AHY), the j-Serpentids (#27,
KSE), and the strong November Orionids (#250, NOO), which drift
to lower ecliptic longitude (Fig. 7) and are located on the toroidal
ring.

Other low-q showers were more difficult to detect. We assigned
some meteors in an arc below the reported radiant position to the
Table 9
Halley-type comets – retrograde showers with TJ < 1.0.

Table 10
Halley-type comets – prograde showers with 0.0 < TJ < 2.0.

IAU Object N ko R.A. Dec. Vg a

27 KSE 21 20 240.2 +16.8 46.7 7.90
110 AAN 34 312 157.2 �9.5 45.0 3.57
187 PCA 36 119 36.8 +72.2 42.0 4.07
250 NOO 369 247 90.6 +15.2 42.5 8.36
320 OSE 2 176 157.3 +27.3 45.0 15.7
323 XCB 26 296 250.9 +29.7 45.1 4.25
324 EPR 4 88 53.8 +37.8 43.8 9.05
330 SSE 3 276 245.4 �4.8 45.5 4.30
331 AHY 119 284 126.9 �8.7 43.3 7.07
388 CTA 52 221 63.0 +26.2 41.1 4.76
a-Antiliids (#110, AAN), but no meteors are extracted starting
from the published orbit. Starting from the CMOR-derived orbit
(Brown et al., 2010), small numbers of meteors were assigned to
the r-Serpentids (#330, SSE), e-Perseids (#324, EPR) and daytime
o-Serpentids (#320, OSE).

The highly inclined w-Cassiopeiids (#187, PCA) are a weak
shower, best recognized in the P–i diagram. The period of activity
ko = 103–128� is in good agreement with that of CMOR derived
range (100–129�), but we later added some meteors in the
q e i x Node P TJ

0.489 0.971 72.5 273.4 20.1 292.1 0.58
0.143 0.965 58.6 138.3 133.4 272.1 1.64
0.829 0.802 74.0 125.0 119.3 245.3 1.50
0.116 0.990 24.4 140.4 67.6 207.8 0.83
0.151 0.990 50.3 45.4 278.7 324.1 0.66
0.784 0.812 78.0 122.7 296.1 59.3 1.44
0.167 0.982 53.0 46.8 87.9 134.8 0.88
0.123 0.972 60.0 39.1 273.3 311.3 1.43
0.297 0.971 58.1 114.6 103.2 217.3 0.85
0.100 0.980 15.0 324.7 220.9 191.2 1.40



Fig. 19. November i-Draconids – sun-centered ecliptic radiant coordinates in the
period ko = 247–269�, with different symbols marking meteors assigned to the
December a-Draconids, (DAD), December j-Draconids (DKD), and November i-
Draconids (NID).
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125–135� interval. The meteors assigned to these established
showers are identified in the CAMS Meteoroid Orbit Database 2.0.

4.10. Paired JFC and HTC showers in the toroidal source

Fig. 19 shows the short-period a = 2.48 AU (Table 6) December
a-Draconids (#334, DAD), which peak at ko = 256.5 in SonotaCo
data (Kanamori, 2009). The nearby December j-Draconids (#336,
DKD) peak just a few days earlier at ko = 250.2 (Kanamori, 2009)
but have a Halley-type a = 10.5 AU orbit (Table 6). Brown et al.
(2010) added a November i-Draconids (#392, NID) at ko = 241.0�,
which appears to be a combination of the two previous showers.
However, when extracting the DAD and DKD from the sporadic
background, we were left with an excess of meteors that did not
seem to belong to either the DAD or DKD. These were assigned
to shower #392, instead (Fig. 15).

The same combination of HTC- and JFC-type orbits is seen else-
where in the toroidal ring. The Northern June Aquilids (#164, NZC)
and the Southern June Aquilids (#165, SZC) are strong JFC-type
showers with high eccentricity, but low semi-major axis, active
from June until early August (Table 11). In late July and early
August, the Northern June Aquilids are found just above the emerg-
ing Northern d-Aquariid radiant (Fig. 13) (Holman and Jenniskens,
2012a). Both showers are more diffuse and have lower semi-major
axis than the Southern d-Aquariids. The showers appear to be
twins, suggesting that dust has distributed significantly along the
Table 11
Toroidal shower complexes – possibly paired showers in the toroidal ring.

IAU Object N ko R.A. Dec. Vg a

40 ZCY 64 32 309.5 +42.5 43.0 3.93
348 ARC 42 38 322.1 +46.6 40.9 6.14

164 NZC 404 101 309.7 �5.3 38.3 1.79
165 SZC 89 104 319.3 �27.6 39.2 2.00
183 PAU 23 136 352.5 �20.5 43.8 5.66

336 DKD 36 252 187.2 +70.2 43.8 10.31
392 NID 65 242 196.5 +68.0 41.9 3.62
334 DAD 47 256 210.8 +58.6 40.8 2.48

341 XUM 30 298 168.7 +33.0 40.9 1.50
252 ALY 3 272 140.4 +39.8 49.5 6.78
nutation cycle. Activity is stationary in ecliptic coordinates, but
extended to higher ecliptic longitude and latitude early in the
activity period. The rate of the more active Northern June Aquilids
varies from day to day more than that of other showers during this
time, suggesting there may be more than one component.
However, the intrinsic radiant drift is too small to be able to extract
separate components like we did for the Taurids in Section 4.2. The
Halley-type Piscis Austrinids (#183, PAU) are perhaps related
(Table 6). This shower does not peak around ko = 124�, as
concluded from sparse photographic orbits (Jenniskens, 2006),
but ranges from ko = 125� to 145� instead.

Also in the toroidal source are the January n-Ursae Majorids
(#341, XUM). XUM with P = 242–248� have JFC-like Tisserand
parameter TJ = 2–3, while those with P = 248–254� have asteroidal
TJ = 3–4 AU. The a-Lyncids (#252, ALY) have the same radiant
when corrected for radiant drift, but they have P = 217� and are
encountered 31� earlier in solar longitude. A 1971 outburst at solar
longitude 268� gives credence to that this shower does exist
(Jenniskens, 2006). The only three meteors assigned to this shower
have a relatively low semi-major axis a = 3.6–13.3 AU, indicative of
a Halley-comet source rather than a Long Period comet (Table 6).

Finally, the HTC-type April q-Cygnids (#348, ARC) are at a
slightly lower inclination than the JFC-type m-Cygnids (#409,
NCY), showing a jump in activity that justifies assigning two
meteor shower names (Jenniskens and Haberman, 2013). Based
on overlap in radiant position and speed during the relevant epoch,
the m-Cygnids are the same shower as the f-Cygnids (#40, ZCY), an
earlier identified shower. Therefore, the m-Cygnids should be
removed from the Working List and the name f-Cygnids be used
instead.
4.11. Short semi-major axis streams in the toroidal source

A few unusual short semi-major axis (TJ � 3) showers are
included in the IAU List of Established Showers (Table 12), all first
reported from radar observations (Sekanina, 1976; Brown et al.,
2010). The high Tisserand parameter suggests these originated
from disrupted asteroids, but they all have a high inclination and
are part of the toroidal source. There is no associated surface den-
sity enhancement in the CAMS-detected radiant distribution.
Assuming that the showers do exist, we continued to search for
associated meteoroids using the Dh criterion starting from the
CMOR-reported orbit.

The b-Equuleids (#327, BEQ), with TJ = 5.1, have a JFC-like
eccentricity but short semi-major axis of a = 1.03 AU, with CMOR
measuring an even lower a = 0.89 AU. This stream stands out well
in the distribution of Tisserand parameter with solar longitude.
After extracting the stream from this diagram, a diffuse radiant is
found just above the Northern June Aquilids (NZC).
q e i x Node P TJ

0.900 0.780 74.9 140.5 31.5 168.9 1.57
0.842 0.864 69.7 130.3 39.4 169.6 1.23

0.114 0.937 38.8 326.9 101.7 67.7 3.21
0.105 0.952 36.1 148.2 282.8 71.7 2.85
0.135 0.980 53.1 139.1 315.3 94.9 1.07

0.929 0.914 73.1 208.5 251.5 100.0 0.82
0.973 0.734 72.9 194.7 254.4 87.8 1.77
0.983 0.603 71.8 177.4 254.8 74.2 2.45

0.217 0.857 66.8 313.2 298.0 251.6 3.69
0.213 0.969 84.0 306.4 272.2 217.0 0.83
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The e-Pegasids (#326, EPG), with TJ = 7.4 and with a = 0.73 AU,
have the lowest semi-major axis among established meteor show-
ers. CMOR measured a = 0.76 AU, in good agreement. We have a
narrow cluster in the P–i diagram, but a wide dispersion in Right
Ascension. It is not possible to set a reliable D-criterion threshold.

The e-Aquilids (#151, EAU), with TJ = 6.7 and a = 0.82 AU, is at
best a weak shower in CAMS data. Sekanina (1976) measured
a = 0.87 AU, in good agreement.

Finally, the a-Lacertids (#328, ALA) have a median Tisserand
parameter TJ = 5.1 and e � 0. These meteors used to be called the
‘‘Cyclids”, meteoroids that move in near circular orbits similar to
Earth’s orbit (Teren’teva, 1973). Brown et al. (2010) and Sekanina
(1976) disagree about the median orbit. Using Sekanina’s orbit,
only two meteors were detected for Dd < 0.17 (Table 12). Only
210 orbits in the CAMS database have e < 0.10, which all have
0.81 < q < 1.02 and 0.90 < a < 1.13. CAMS data cannot confirm that
these two meteoroids originate from the same parent body.
5. Discussion

5.1. Nature of the second a-Capricornid component

In models of dust ejected from 169P/NEAT up to 5000 years ago,
Jenniskens and Vaubaillon (2010) found that two strands of dust
intersected Earth orbit. One strand corresponds closely in radiant
and speed with the observed main peak of the a-Capricornids. In
the model, this component has also the highest number of Earth
approaching meteoroids. The second stand has a 1.6� higher R.A.
and 2.5% higher entry speed (DVg = 0.57 ± 0.02). The observed sec-
ond component is 2.6� higher in Right Ascension after correcting
the radiant drift to a common solar longitude ko = 124�. The
observed entry speed is 7.0% higher (DVg = 1.60 ± 0.08 km/s, the
uncertainty marking the precision of determining the mean, not
the 1-r dispersion).

The origin of the second strand in the model is possibly related
to the nearby 3:1 mean-motion resonance with Jupiter (Fig. 5c). It
is not seen among the smallest meteoroids that are ejected in the
highest semi-major axis orbits due to radiation pressure. Parent
169P/NEAT has a semi-major axis a = 2.6042 AU (at the
2007-Apr-11.0 ET epoch), just above the 3:1 resonance at
2.52 AU. The main component has an observed semi-major axis of
hai = 2.54 ± 0.01 AU. The second component has a smaller
hai = 2.40 ± 0.02 AU (Fig. 5). If the actual main-component scatters
at or just above the semi-major axis of the comet itself, then the sec-
ond component would have haiP 2.46 ± 0.02 AU, consistent with
thesemeteoroids being trapped in the 3:1 mean-motion resonance.

In detail, however, the secondary component was predicted to
be more dispersed in solar longitude and to peak ko = 2� later than
the main component, not 7� earlier. It is also likely that dust
trapped in mean-motion resonances would not annually return
at the same rate. Instead, we detected the same 47 ± 7 XCS in
2011 as the 39 ± 6 in 2012.

An alternative possibility, and perhaps more likely, is that the
n2-Capricornids originated from a disruption that left the small
D = 100-m diameter Comet 2003 T12 (SOHO), recently identified
Table 12
Asteroids – established short semi-major axis showers with TJ � 3.

IAU Object N ko R.A. Dec. Vg a

151 EAU 11 63 294.1 +20.4 31.5 0.82
326 EPG 33 109 330.2 +13.0 28.4 0.73
327 BEQ 38 91 305.1 +1.1 33.2 1.03
328 ALAa 2 106 349.4 +54.4 37.4 1.07

a Uncertain that these two meteoroids originated from the same parent body.
as a possible fragment from 169P/NEAT (Sosa and Fernández,
2015). Using the method ‘‘A” of Neslusan et al. (1998) to calculate
the radiant, meaning that the comet orbit is adjusted by a rotation
around the line of apsides, shows that meteoroids from 2003 T12
are expected to arriveDko = 3.9� earlier in solar longitude and, after
correcting for the daily radiant drift to a common solar longitude of
ko = 124�, to appear DR.A. = 2.0� higher in Right Ascension than
meteoroids from 169P/NEAT (Table 1). The observed n2-
Capricornids peak Dko = 7 ± 1� earlier from a direction DR.A.
= 2.6 ± 0.2� higher. Both differences are slightly larger than calcu-
lated, but in the correct orientation. 2003 T12 may sample just
one pathway in the dynamical evolution of the second strand.

If so, that would make these streams a 169P/NEAT Complex,
perhaps with the weak and dispersed e-Aquariids (#692, EQA)
component dating from the time of the original disruption that
separated 2003 T12 from 169P/NEAT.

5.2. Nature of the Encke Complex showers

Whipple (1940) first proposed that Comet 2P/Encke is the par-
ent body of the Taurid showers. Precession causes a rotation of the
nodal line, explaining why the current orbit of 2P/Encke does not
pass close to Earth’s orbit. Differences in the rate of precession will
disperse the ascending and descending node of the meteoroid
orbits along the ellipse of the comet orbit, resulting in Northern
and Southern Taurid branches above and below the orbital plane
of Jupiter where they intersect Earth’s orbit arriving from the night
side. One rotation of the nodal line takes about 5900 yr.

Precession will also gradually rotate the longitude of perihelion
P. The core Taurids are dispersed by 45� (P = 125–170�) in longi-
tude of perihelion. The current P-precession rate of Comet 2P/
Encke is 7.8� in 1000 yr. A differential precession rate of at least
this magnitude is required to explain the observed dispersion in
only one rotation of the nodal line. Models suggest that several
rotations are required, with the whole complex being at least
20–30,000 years old (Whipple, 1940; Steel and Asher, 1996).

The large �2 � 1013 kg of dust in the complex (Jenniskens,
2006) hinted at a massive breakup of the original parent object
that long ago, of which Comet Encke (�3 � 1013 kg) was just one
remnant. Numerous other asteroids in Taurid-like orbits were pro-
posed to belong to this Encke Complex (Clube and Napier, 1984;
Asher et al., 1993; Steel and Asher, 1996). These candidates had a
wide range of semi-major axis (a = 1.66–2.57 AU), which was hard
to explain (Steel and Asher, 1996). Indeed, a tally made in 2006
concluded that all proposed members up to that point were either
S or O class asteroids, with reflectance properties unlike 2P/Encke
(Jenniskens, 2006, pp. 462–464). Because of that, it is now thought
that the originally proposed objects are instead asteroids that orig-
inated from the inner main belt by ejection via the m6 resonance, a
known source of S-class asteroids (Jenniskens, 2006).

Jenniskens (2006) proposed the hypothesis that the currently
observed Taurid meteoroids are younger than the original disrup-
tion 20–30 kyr ago, but instead were created more recently from
yet-to-be discovered parent bodies that are now still moving in
very similar orbits as the stream. In this model, the Taurids are a
family of sibling meteoroid streams, the dispersion of the whole
q e i x Node P TJ

0.405 0.513 64.6 322.8 62.5 26.3 6.67
0.144 0.806 49.0 337.8 109.3 88.4 7.41
0.157 0.849 46.5 327.6 84.8 55.0 5.38
0.976 0.088 77.7 122.2 114.5 236.8 5.05



Table 13
Shower dispersion – data on shower duration in solar longitude (ko, �), the drift corrected radiant and speed’s measurement accuracy (± = standard error, in � or km/s) and
dispersion (r = one standard deviation, in � or km/s), the drift rate of the apparent radiant (D/Dko), and the shower-to-background surface density ratio (S/B) for new and
confirmed shower components, where ‘‘E” means shower is established.

IAU # ko Beg ko Peak ko End DR.A. ± DR.A. r DDec. ± DDec. r DVg ± DVg r DR.A. /Dko DDec. /Dko S/B

1 101 127 138 0.1 2.2 0.1 1.0 0.0 1.2 +0.97 +0.24 E
2 180 216 272 0.2 5.8 0.1 3.0 0.1 3.5 +0.99 +0.26 E
4 243 262 270 0.0 2.8 0.0 1.5 0.0 2.0 +1.15 �0.16 E
5 117 128 146 0.1 1.9 0.0 1.1 0.1 3.0 +0.95 +0.38 E
6 21 32 45 0.1 2.1 0.1 1.5 0.1 1.5 +0.66 +0.02 E
7 115 140 158 0.0 2.8 0.0 1.7 0.0 2.4 +1.40 +0.26 E
8 180 209 245 0.0 2.6 0.0 1.4 0.0 2.1 +1.03 �0.05 E
9 195 195 196 0.3 1.4 0.2 0.9 0.7 3.6 +0.34 �0.05 E

10 270 283 297 0.1 3.3 0.1 2.4 0.1 2.2 +0.56 �0.25 E
11 0 357 359 1.1 8.0 0.3 2.5 0.4 3.3 +0.92 �0.40 E
12 136 141 144 0.6 3.1 0.6 2.9 0.1 0.7 +0.40 +0.05 E
13 220 235 248 0.1 1.6 0.0 0.7 0.1 1.8 +0.99 �0.36 E
15 267 271 271 0.4 3.2 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.8 +0.05 �0.31 E
16 188 266 275 0.3 5.9 0.1 1.2 0.1 2.3 +0.92 �0.28 E
17 181 220 267 0.2 5.2 0.1 1.6 0.1 3.1 +1.03 +0.26 E
18 213 223 235 0.8 4.8 0.3 1.7 0.2 1.1 +1.00 +0.37 E
19 246 261 275 0.1 1.9 0.1 1.3 0.1 2.2 +0.97 �0.09 E
20 252 274 302 0.1 1.6 0.0 0.9 0.1 1.6 +0.96 �0.39 E
22 199 209 223 0.1 1.1 0.1 1.0 0.2 1.3 +1.02 �0.38 E
23 187 198 212 0.4 2.1 0.2 1.3 0.1 0.8 +1.13 �0.03 E
25 200 205 210 0.2 1.4 0.1 0.8 0.2 1.5 +1.00 +0.31 9
26 120 141 154 0.4 6.7 0.1 2.3 0.2 3.1 +0.91 +0.39 E
27 3 20 27 0.8 3.5 0.5 2.1 0.6 2.9 +0.81 �0.20 E
28 191 196 200 0.1 1.5 0.1 1.1 0.1 1.0 +0.95 +0.34 14
31 27 46 64 0.1 1.5 0.0 0.9 0.1 2.0 +0.92 +0.37 E
33 133 148 160 0.3 2.7 0.2 2.2 0.3 3.1 +0.92 +0.39 E
40 15 32 36 0.5 4.0 0.4 3.0 0.3 2.5 +0.64 +0.26 5
63 79 86 95 2.4 8.4 3.3 11.6 0.1 0.5 +0.92 �0.36 E
96 273 296 303 0.4 3.3 0.2 1.6 0.2 1.9 +1.04 �0.25 6
97 278 296 298 0.4 3.2 0.2 1.7 0.2 1.8 +1.00 �0.23 6

110 304 312 328 0.4 2.5 0.3 1.7 0.4 2.6 +0.89 �0.37 E
145 47 49 53 0.3 1.6 0.2 1.0 0.1 0.8 +0.56 +0.14 E
151 58 63 73 1.1 3.8 0.8 2.5 0.5 1.7 +0.78 +0.17 E
164 75 101 119 0.1 2.4 0.1 2.5 0.1 2.9 +0.95 +0.26 E
165 79 104 115 0.4 4.0 0.2 2.1 0.3 2.7 +1.05 +0.30 E
171 73 77 90 0.2 1.3 0.2 1.2 0.3 1.6 +1.05 +0.28 E
175 98 108 143 0.1 1.5 0.2 1.9 0.1 1.3 +0.90 +0.39 E
183 125 136 146 0.4 1.7 0.3 1.3 0.2 1.1 +0.94 +0.40 E
184 119 124 127 0.3 2.0 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.9 +0.45 +0.07 E
187 103 119 135 2.9 17.6 0.5 3.2 0.4 2.5 +1.68 +0.32 E
191 118 137 174 0.1 1.7 0.2 2.3 0.2 2.4 +0.86 +0.29 E
197 140 143 146 0.6 2.3 0.1 0.6 0.1 0.6 +0.26 +0.01 E
206 145 158 164 0.4 1.5 0.3 1.3 0.2 1.1 +1.24 �0.01 E
208 161 168 190 0.1 1.2 0.2 1.4 0.1 1.0 +1.17 +0.26 E
215 155 176 190 0.3 2.5 0.2 1.5 0.2 1.7 +0.93 +0.39 3
216 165 176 185 0.3 2.5 0.2 1.2 0.4 3.0 +0.92 +0.38 3
221 179 188 191 0.6 2.1 0.2 0.8 0.3 1.1 +0.91 �0.37 E
225 180 187 204 0.3 1.6 0.3 1.8 0.1 0.8 +0.92 +0.01 3
246 238 239 240 0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.2 +0.97 �0.09 Ea

250 225 247 265 0.1 2.6 0.1 1.4 0.1 2.5 +1.03 �0.01 E
252 266 272 274 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.9 1.5 +1.13 �0.31 E
253 243 252 265 0.7 3.8 0.3 1.7 0.6 3.6 +1.02 �0.09 4
256 253 258 261 0.3 1.9 0.2 1.1 0.7 4.0 +1.11 +0.04 5
257 238 243 268 0.2 1.6 0.1 1.2 0.1 1.4 +1.04 +0.11 E
286 238 242 245 0.2 1.5 0.2 1.4 0.1 1.0 +1.02 +0.16 15
319 279 283 287 0.4 1.4 0.1 0.5 0.3 0.9 +1.01 �0.34 E
320 277 176 281 0.1 0.1 0.7 1.0 0.2 0.2 +0.99 �0.37 E
323 293 296 300 0.4 2.2 0.3 1.3 0.3 1.4 +0.70 �0.13 E
324 86 88 91 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.7 +1.17 +0.23 E
326 101 109 120 1.2 7.0 1.0 5.6 0.5 2.7 +0.87 +0.35 E
327 77 91 98 0.5 2.9 0.4 2.4 0.3 2.1 +0.91 +0.23 E
328 108 106 121 1.6 2.3 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.3 +0.82 +0.39 E
330 272 276 275 0.6 1.0 0.6 1.0 0.1 0.2 +0.95 �0.16 E
331 265 284 297 0.2 2.2 0.2 2.1 0.2 2.3 +0.87 �0.24 E
333 201 202 203 0.5 1.6 0.2 0.7 0.4 1.3 +1.39 �0.33 E
334 248 256 263 0.7 5.1 0.4 2.7 0.2 1.5 +0.58 �0.34 E
335 248 267 280 0.3 2.1 0.2 1.0 0.3 2.0 +0.94 �0.39 E
336 250 252 255 0.4 2.7 0.2 1.3 0.2 1.0 +0.77 �0.39 E
337 150 163 234 0.2 3.1 0.2 4.2 0.1 2.4 +0.95 +0.19 E
338 216 232 242 0.3 2.4 0.3 2.9 0.2 2.0 +0.92 +0.20 E
339 250 253 258 0.3 1.2 0.3 1.1 0.2 0.7 +0.98 �0.39 E
341 295 298 302 0.4 2.2 0.2 1.0 0.4 2.3 +0.97 �0.39 E

(continued on next page)
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Table 13 (continued)

IAU # ko Beg ko Peak ko End DR.A. ± DR.A. r DDec. ± DDec. r DVg ± DVg r DR.A. /Dko DDec. /Dko S/B

346 348 350 352 0.4 0.9 0.2 0.5 0.5 1.2 +0.48 �0.10 E
348 36 38 44 0.5 3.2 0.3 2.1 0.3 1.7 +0.66 +0.32 E
372 78 103 130 0.1 2.5 0.1 2.4 0.1 1.6 +0.97 +0.38 E
388 207 221 235 0.3 2.1 0.2 1.5 0.4 2.6 +1.09 +0.18 E
390 229 244 249 0.5 4.1 0.3 2.5 0.4 3.7 +1.19 �0.04 E
392 239 242 268 1.0 8.3 0.4 3.5 0.3 2.2 +0.64 �0.38 3
404 289 298 300 1.1 5.6 0.4 1.9 0.2 1.2 +0.14 �0.26 E
411 94 107 124 0.2 2.4 0.1 1.8 0.1 1.4 +1.13 +0.35 E
427 314 315 316 0.3 0.8 0.2 0.6 0.3 0.9 +0.26 �0.20 E
444 102 109 118 0.2 2.2 0.1 1.5 0.1 1.4 +0.95 +0.40 15
445 221 225 228 0.2 0.4 0.3 0.9 0.3 0.8 +1.13 �0.34 E
446 246 252 258 0.4 3.2 0.2 1.5 0.1 1.1 +1.14 +0.37 E
470 145 149 158 1.2 8.6 0.4 3.0 0.2 1.3 +0.18 �0.09 10
479 180 187 195 0.2 1.4 0.2 1.4 0.2 1.1 +1.01 +0.06 22
505 144 151 173 0.2 1.9 0.2 1.3 0.3 2.1 +0.92 �0.40 8
506 300 314 328 0.2 1.8 0.2 1.3 0.2 1.4 +0.89 �0.37 6
552 140 159 179 0.3 2.9 0.2 2.2 0.2 2.2 +0.90 +0.13 3
558 225 227 229 0.3 0.8 0.4 0.9 0.3 0.8 +0.88 �0.21 6

623 112 120 128 0.1 1.2 0.1 0.9 0.1 0.7 +0.98 +0.22 28
624 200 205 209 0.1 1.7 0.1 1.0 0.1 1.5 +0.97 +0.31 124
625 225 231 236 0.1 1.1 0.1 0.8 0.1 0.8 +1.01 +0.21 50
626 211 216 218 0.1 1.6 0.1 1.4 0.1 1.7 +0.99 +0.26 359
627 180 189 190 0.2 1.9 0.1 1.3 0.1 1.0 +0.94 +0.36 54
628 218 223 225 0.1 1.3 0.1 1.1 0.1 1.4 +1.00 +0.23 47
629 232 233 236 0.1 1.1 0.1 1.0 0.1 1.1 +1.07 +0.19 246
630 218 220 222 0.1 1.0 0.1 1.1 0.1 1.1 +1.04 +0.25 51
631 213 216 217 0.1 1.0 0.1 0.9 0.2 1.3 +1.03 +0.26 25
632 223 227 230 0.1 1.3 0.1 0.9 0.1 1.1 +1.05 +0.22 194
633 238 240 241 0.2 1.1 0.2 1.1 0.1 1.0 +1.08 +0.15 132
634 241 244 246 0.2 1.3 0.2 1.3 0.2 1.3 +1.09 +0.13 12
635 227 231 237 0.2 1.7 0.1 1.1 0.2 2.1 +1.06 +0.20 8
636 248 252 254 0.2 1.2 0.2 0.9 0.2 1.2 +1.04 +0.06 7
637 225 225 229 0.2 1.7 0.1 0.9 0.1 1.0 +1.00 +0.23 19
638 255 260 265 0.2 1.8 0.2 1.5 0.2 1.3 +1.05 +0.02 5
640 132 137 154 0.1 2.4 0.1 1.7 0.1 2.3 +0.94 +0.39 18
641 259 262 266 0.2 1.2 0.1 0.5 0.3 2.3 +1.11 �0.17 –b

642 156 161 172 0.3 1.2 0.3 1.5 0.3 1.6 +0.91 +0.39 21
692 134 138 142 0.4 2.0 0.3 1.5 0.1 0.7 +0.95 +0.26 22
703 154 157 162 1.2 4.1 0.8 2.8 0.3 0.9 +0.50 �0.24 4
718 200 206 218 0.4 2.4 0.3 2.0 1.3 7.6 +1.01 �0.05 3
719 226 232 234 0.3 0.8 0.7 2.2 0.4 1.4 +1.04 �0.12 5
726 263 268 272 0.3 1.1 0.2 0.7 0.2 0.7 +1.11 �0.05 5
738 127 137 149 0.2 1.2 0.3 1.6 0.7 3.5 +0.90 +0.28 5

a From photographic orbits during meteor outbursts (Jenniskens et al., 1997).
b High velocity component of the Geminids.
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complex reflecting the evolution of the parent bodies after the
initial fragmentation event. The first such potential parent body
was proposed: 2004 TG10 (Jenniskens, 2006, 2008).

In the context of weakly cohesive rubble pile asteroids and
comets held together by small grains (Scheeres, 2014), ‘‘disrup-
tion” here is perhaps a better description than the term ‘‘fragmen-
tation”. Disruptions provide a natural mechanism for having a
significant part of the original mass decay in the form of dust,
while leaving some larger parts that are more cohesive.

Since that time, Porubcan et al. (2006) and Babadzhanov et al.
(2008) have divided the photographed Taurids into 19 clusters,
based mostly on groupings of only 2–6 fireball orbits each. They
identified a number of candidate parent bodies, again having a rel-
atively wide range in semi-major axis (a = 1.3–2.6 AU). Of the 11
Encke Complex ‘‘filaments” identified in our solar longitude inter-
val by the most recent compilation of Bucek and Porubcan (2014)
from independent photographic, video and radar data, as many as
8 are close to one of our 19 components. Their ‘‘mu Piscids (b)” are
much like our NPS, their ‘‘S Psc” are XAR, ‘‘S Tau” are STS, ‘‘N Tau”
are ATU, ‘‘o Ori S” are ORS, ‘‘o Ori N” are ORN, ‘‘eta Gem N” are DZT,
and ‘‘mu Gem” are DEG. This gives confidence that at least some of
our components persist from year to year and originated from
separate parent bodies.
For each of the 19 components listed in Table 2, we searched for
potential parent body asteroids that still move in similar orbits. If
we assume that the relative error in semi-major axis and perihe-
lion distance should be less than 20% and the absolute error in P
should be less than 4�, i.e. the typical dispersion of orbital elements
in Taurid-like orbits, with initial Da = 0.0002 AU over a period of
20,000 y (Steel and Asher, 1996; Asher et al., 1993), then only the
7 objects listed in Table 2 marked ‘‘⁄” fit the bill. This excludes
many of the previously proposed tentative associations by
Jenniskens (2006), Porubcan et al. (2006), and Babadzhanov et al.
(2008).

These 7 objects are a very different population than proposed
earlier. The new candidates all have a Tisserand parameter with
respect to Jupiter (TJ) in the range TJ = 2.96–3.12, on the border of
the comet–asteroid domains. All have a semi-major axis in the nar-
row range a = 2.20–2.35 AU (Table 2), and most are relatively small
0.3–1 km in size. Aside from 3.0-km large Comet 2P/Encke, these
objects have a combined volume (or mass if the density is the
same) of 20% of that of Comet Encke. The smallest object is 340-
m wide 2003 WP21 (Table 2).

Of the 17 known asteroids with semi-major axis between
a = 2.20 and 2.35 AU and P between 130� and 185�, 53% (7) can
be associated with one of the Taurid stream components (Table 2)
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and two more with the related v-Orionid showers (Table 3). We
anticipate that more parent asteroids will be discovered in the
future, because only �64% of near-Earth asteroids 0.3–1 km have
so far been discovered.

Only one of the 19 individual components appears to be the
result of meteoroids being trapped in mean-motion resonances.
Periodically, the Taurids have 5�-wide outbursts centered on solar
longitude ko = 222� (Dubietis and Arlt, 2007). These are understood
to be due to dust trapped in the 7:2 mean-motion resonance with
Jupiter at a = 2.257 AU (Asher and Izumi, 1998). The resonance pre-
vents the spreading of the dust over mean anomaly, with the res-
onance center of the swarm of meteoroids moving 360� in 3.391 yr.
The SonotaCo network (Kanamori, 2009) observed such a Taurid
outburst in 2008 during solar longitude 219–226�, with a strong
concentration of radiants in the Southern Taurid component. From
this data, average orbital elements are presented in Table 2. One of
the CAMS identified Southern Taurid components, now called the
s-Taurids (#628, STS), might be a weak manifestation of this reso-
nant dust filament in the 2012 CAMS data (Table 2). The next
meteor outbursts are expected to occur in 2015 and 2022.

The orbital elements for this component are most similar to
those expected from active Comet 2P/Encke itself, suggesting this
is the source of the outburst meteors, the nodal line having evolved
sufficiently to intersect Earth’s orbit at the ascending node (South-
ern Taurids), but not yet at the descending node (Northern Tau-
rids). In general, features in the Southern Taurids do not mirror
those in the Northern Taurids, implying that the streams fade
before the nodal line has rotated sufficiently. This disappearing of
the larger meteoroids is not due to dispersion by gravity, but
implies a disruption of the meteoroids into smaller grains by forces
other than collisions with other meteoroids on the 1/e timescale of
�4000 years.
5.3. Origin of the Phaethon Complex

The Geminid shower (#4, GEM) derives from Asteroid 3200
Phaethon (Whipple, 1983). The shower has a Tisserand parameter
with respect to Jupiter of about TJ � 4.4, squarely in the asteroid
domain. It was recently proposed that this object originated from
the 33�-inclined Pallas asteroid family, being debris from Asteroid
2 Pallas (Licandro et al., 2010). There is reasonable agreement
between the reflectance spectrum of 3200 Phaethon and that of
2 Pallas, as was recently independently pointed out by DeLeón
et al. (2010) and Jenniskens et al. (2010b). The proposed pathway
for bringing Phaethon into the inner Solar System by Licandro
et al. (2010), however, implied a several million-year long dynam-
ical evolution.

A faster pathway via the 5:2 resonance is more likely, given the
ongoing disruption of this body. Phaethon spawned the Geminids
only about 1000 years ago (Jenniskens, 2006). And Phaethon is
not alone. Also relatively recently, the Daytime Sextantid shower
(#221, DSX) were spawned by Asteroid 2005 UD (Ohtsuka, 2005;
Ohtsuka et al., 2006), which has the same spectral reflectance spec-
trum as Phaethon (Jewitt and Hsieh, 2006; Kinoshita et al., 2007).
CAMS detected 14 DSX in the hour before dawn (Table 5).

Both 2005 UD and Phaethon have a node relatively close to that
of their associated meteoroid streams. 2005 UD moves in an orbit
similar to Phaethon, but with the position of the nodal line lagging
that of Phaethon by �4600-years (Table 4), a sizeable differential
lag in the �20,000-year rotation of the nodal line. 2005 UD lags
the Daytime Sextantids by only 700 years. In comparison, Phae-
thon lags the Geminids by 220 years (Jenniskens, 2006). In both
cases, parent body and shower are significantly more similar to
their meteoroid stream than to each other in their position in the
cycle.
This suggests a relatively quick fading of the meteoroid stream
over time, on a timescale capable of causing a difference in the
rotation of the nodal line of order 1000 years, which takes about
4500 years judging from the present 220-year lag of the Geminids
since formation 1000 years ago (Jenniskens, 2006). Hence, �0.1 g
meteoroids of 3200 Phaethon (+3 magnitude Geminids) last only
�4500 years in interplanetary space before falling apart.

Much of the dust that originated from the original disruption
that created the progenitors of Phaethon and 2005 UD has now
faded. The nature of the December Canis Minorids is unclear. It
could be a tail of dust that has spread from the progenitor of
2005 UD, dust from a yet-to-be discovered parent body from that
same generation, or perhaps even be a remnant of dust from the
original disruption.

The presence of the faster-than-expected Geminids (DRG) with
Vg � 39 km/s in the main shower is interesting. There are also
much slower than typical Geminids (Vg � 31 km/s) that are not iso-
lated here. They are detected around the peak of the Geminid
shower. Initially, we suspected perturbations by Earth as a dynam-
ical mechanism to create an outlier group. However, 56 out of 60
DRG have an unusual deceleration with a high product of
a1a2 > 2 km/s. If this is not simply the result of measurement error,
then perhaps these meteoroids represent material with unusual
physical properties. These faster Geminids could have had lower
density, resulting in higher deceleration in the Earth’s atmosphere
and a somewhat different orbital evolution from higher radiation
pressure in space.
5.4. Origin of the Machholz Complex showers

Comet 96P/Machholz is in a highly inclined orbit (Table 5),
which oscillates between states of high i, high q and low i, low q
when the nodal line rotates, twice in one full nutation cycle, which
takes about 8000 years (Wu and Williams, 1992). Along this path
are found Asteroid 2003 EH1 and two families of small 10-m sized
low-q (‘‘sunskirter”) comets called the Marsden and Kracht groups,
which are fragments of earlier larger comets that disrupted into
such small fragments that they are detected now mainly when
they pass close to the Sun by sun-pointed satellites.

These objects are found at different positions along the cycle,
the differential evolution presumably caused by differences in
the rate of nodal line rotation (Jenniskens, 2006). There is a rapid
and uniform decrease of P with position in the cycle, from
P = 109� of 96P/Machholz to P = 95� of 2003 EH1 (Table 5). The
meteoroid streams fit into this sequence as follows in terms of
the temporal location along the cycle, with 1 being a complete
cycle: 0.00 (96P), 0.10 (ARI, Marsden group), 0.13 (Kracht group),
0.20 (SDA, C/2008 Y12), 0.40 (QUA, 2003 EH1), 0.72 (NDA) and
1.18 (AIC).

Sekanina and Chodas (2005) proposed that 96P/Machholz broke
only a few hundred years prior to 1059 A.D., and that the rapid dif-
ferential evolution was caused by a specific close encounter of the
train of fragments with Jupiter in 1059 A.D., accelerating the
secular evolution more so for fragments that passed nearest to
the planet. At a later time, some of these fragments broke further
to create the Marsden and Kracht sunskirters.

This hypothesis can be tested from the age of associated mete-
oroid streams, but it first needs to be understood how these
streams are related to the potential parent bodies. The ARI, SDA,
and QUA have parent bodies at nearly the same position along
the nutation cycle (Table 5), despite the fact that one of the nodes
of the stream has to be near Earth’s orbit for the stream to be
detected. This lack of differential evolution suggests that these
streams are young and originated from recent disruptions leaving
the observed parent bodies as they are found now. Indeed, it is
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thought that the Quadrantids were created from 2003 EH1 only
200–600 years ago (Jenniskens, 2004; Wiegert and Brown, 2005).

Until now, radar observations of Daytime Arietids measured too
short a semi-major axis to suggest the meteoroids were derived
from the Marsden group formation event (Campbell-Brown,
2004). Instead, the CAMS measured value for the semi-major axis
of the detected meteoroids is not significantly different from the
value of a = 3.04 AU of Marsden sunskirter Comet P/1999 J6
(Fig. 12). This, at last, confirms that the stream can in principle
be debris from the breakup that gave rise to the sunskirter comets
(Jenniskens et al., 2012b). Formation models, however, need to
explain the wide activity profile (Jenniskens, 2006) and the change
in measured orbital elements with solar longitude (Fig. 12). They
are not a product of particle-size dependent ejection conditions.
There is no trend of Dq with meteor brightness.

Comet C/2008 Y12 moves in an orbit similar to that of the SDA
and may be responsible for the main activity of this stream
(Fig. 14). In analogy with the Marsden and Kracht groups, this
object may be part of a yet-to-be discovered comet family. Again,
the wide profile of the stream needs to be explained.

Other showers may be caused by family forming events that
occurred at different parts of the nutation cycle. Based on their
longitude of perihelion (and the fact that their dispersion in P is
higher), the late Southern delta Aquariids called the August
o-Aquariids (AOA) may in fact have originated from the Kracht
sunskirter group breakup (P = 102.3�), and/or that of the Marsden
group at P = 103.6�.

The Quadrantids contain a background component to the activ-
ity profile (Jenniskens, 1994), the width of which was thought to
require a higher formation age of about 3500 years (Wiegert and
Brown, 2005). Like the AOA, this background component may rep-
resent dust from other disruption events in the Machholz family.

Further along the nutation cycle, the Northern Delta Aquariids
may have been released during the earlier creation of the Machholz
Complex. It is unclear how this dust can evolve over 0.72 of a nuta-
tion cycle in the �1500 y proposed by Sekanina and Chodas (2005).
This needs further study.

There is no evidence that the meteoroid streams last muchmore
than one cycle, which implies a fast differential evolution and short
lifespan of the meteoroids. If the orbital evolution would have
persisted for multiple nutation cycles, then Babadzhanov and
Obrubov (1992) predicted there should also be an ‘‘a-Cetids”
stream (R.A. = 39–53�, Dec. = +8–13�, Vg = 39–44 km/s in the
interval ko = 249–263�), which is not detected in CAMS data. They
also predicted a shower near the position of the Ursids (#15, URS)
in late December, but that shower (from 4.5-km sized Comet
8P/Tuttle) has a longer, a = 5.70 AU, semi-major axis than other
Machholz showers. An alternative nearby candidate shower is not
observed.

The Machholz Complex showers are located on the toroidal ring
(Fig. 1). Most other showers in that ring appear to be of Halley-type
(Pokorny et al., 2013). Perhaps Comet 96P/Machholz was a Halley-
type comet in the past, possibly prior to splitting from 8P/Tuttle,
which now has P = 117.8�.

5.5. Why some showers are not detected

The Southern i-Aquariids are the only established shower that
CAMS did not clearly see, but should have, because the stream
was previously reported from photographic observations of mete-
ors of similar brightness by several authors (Jenniskens, 2006). All
other established showers that are not detected are either rich in
faint meteors, daytime showers, southern hemisphere showers,
or periodic showers that did not show up in the period of observa-
tions. We therefore recommend that the Southern i-Aquariids be
moved back from the IAU List of Established Showers to the
Working List for more study.

Some showers are very strong in the CMOR radar data, but
(nearly) absent in CAMS data. One example is the Bootids–Coronae
Borealids Complex on the northern toroidal ring (Brown et al.,
2010). The n-Coronae Borealids (#323, XCB) are detected, but the
related k Bootids (#322, LBO) are very weak in CAMS data. There
is only a hint of LBO in the P–i diagram of a narrow 5� interval
of solar longitude. The h-Coronae Borealids (#321, TCB) are not
detected at all. These showers must have a steep magnitude distri-
bution index (v� 3), lacking sufficient numbers of bright meteors.
The steep magnitude distribution index implies that the larger
grains are efficiently lost by other processes than collisions
(Jenniskens, 2006). Their short semi-major axis suggests that these
are relatively old showers, influenced strongly by Poynting–
Robertson drag (Sekanina, 1976).

Other such showers include CMOR’s a-Ursae Majorids (#385,
AUM) with a = 1.10 AU, e = 0.21, and the October j-Draconids
(#387, OKD) with a = 1.26 AU and e = 0.27. Note that shower
#383 is the same as shower #242 and should be removed from
the Working list. The n-Draconids (#242, XDR), with a = 2.05 AU
and moderate eccentricity e = 0.55, may also be rich in faint
meteors.

Periodic showers that were not detected include the
s-Herculids (#61, TAH), the October Capricornids (#233, OCT),
the a-Monocerotids (#246, AMO), the October Camelopardalids
(#281, OCT), and the June Bootids (#170, JBO). A diffuse scatter
of radiants was picked up from the sporadic background by the
Dh criterion starting from a typical JBO orbit, but there is no asso-
ciated increase in surface density, suggesting that those may not be
related to Comet 7P/Pons–Winnecke. Some meteors were detected
near the radiant position of the Phoenicids (#254, PHO) from
Comet D/1819 W1 (Blanpain), but no clear shower is defined in
the density distribution of meteoroid radiants and orbits. At the
position of the historic Corvids (#63, COR), however, there is a
weak concentration of meteoroids in the P–i diagram (Table 7),
which is perhaps from the same source.

6. Conclusions

In the first 2.5 years of observations, CAMS detected 70 of the 95
established showers. Median orbital elements and dispersions are
presented for each stream. Besides daytime showers, southern
hemisphere showers, periodic showers and showers rich in faint
meteors, only the Southern iota Aquariids were not conclusively
detected.

Several shower complexes are observed that previously were
thought to be due to parent body disruption cascades, whereby a
disruption leaves as much mass in the form of dust as in the largest
remaining fragment, the ‘‘parent body” (Jenniskens, 2006, 2008).

The Encke Complex was decomposed into 19 individual Taurid
shower components, based on variations in relative activity from
Northern and Southern Taurids on a given day, variations in
compactness of the radiant, and apparent jumps in position of
the drift-corrected radiant. 7 of these components were associated
with parent body asteroids that are still in very similar orbits.
Unlike proposed parent bodies in the past, these asteroids all
have a narrow range of semi-major axis similar to 2P/Encke
(a = 2.20–2.35 AU). Of 17 known asteroids with semi-major axis
in this range and P = 130–185�, nine (53%) can be associated with
one of the Taurid or v-Orionid stream components. The current
completeness of Near Earth Object detections in the relevant
0.3–1 km range is about 64%, in good agreement. Meteoroids
falling apart before the nodal line can fully rotate can explain
why streams and parent bodies are still found intimately
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associated and why the Northern and Southern showers do not
have corresponding activity at the same solar longitude.

The Machholz Complex gained two additional shower
components: the August o-Aquariids and the August i-Cetids.
The Daytime Arietids, Southern d-Aquariids and Quadrantids have
associated parent bodies that are still in close proximity to their
streams. The August o-Aquariids and a background to activity of
the Quadrantids may be debris from the formation of the Kracht
or Marsden groups of sunskirters, instead, that are now found fur-
ther along the cycle. The Northern d-Aquariids and August i-Cetids
are found at a more evolved position along the nutation cycle. It is
unclear, at present, whether or not these streams represent dust
from the original breakup that left 96P/Machholz. All detected
streams point to the dust surviving for only enough time to show
a differential evolution of �1 nutation cycle. CAMS did not detect
two other candidate showers, expected if the meteoroids survive
in streams much longer.

The Phaethon Complex behaves in much the same way, despite
a possible origin with the Pallas asteroid family. Even though
Geminids are known to have a relatively high meteoroid density
and move in TJ � 4.4 orbits, the Phaethon parent body has decayed
in streams and remaining comet fragments much like Jupiter-
family comets do. The Geminids and Daytime Sextantids associ-
ated parent bodies are all still in close proximity to the streams
(in terms of the direction of their nodal line), pointing to relatively
recent disruptions that left these bodies as the largest remaining
fragments. There is also an older component, a possible twin
shower of the Geminids, called the December Canis Minorids. Even
the separation of the progenitor Phaethon and 2005 UD happened
relatively recently compared to the million-year timescale of the
proposed asteroid orbital evolution into the inner Solar System. If
these objects originated from the Pallas asteroid family, then there
must be a more rapid pathway from family to the orbit of 3200
Phaethon than proposed.

In addition to these known shower complexes, two new
components to the a-Capricornids were identified, making this a
169P/NEAT Complex. While 169P/NEAT is likely directly associated
with the a-Capricornids itself, the earlier n2-Capricornids appear to
be associated with Comet 2003 T12 (SOHO). There is also a third
dust component, the late e-Aquariids.

Most CAMS-detected meteors represent large mm–cm sized
meteoroids that were relatively recently released by their parent
bodies. Meteor outbursts from the crossing of dust trails and fila-
ments are frequently detected in the CAMS data, especially among
JFC-type showers. The predicted 2011 Draconid outburst produced
orbital elements consistent with the calculated 1900-dust ejecta of
parent Comet 21P/Giacobini–Zinner. A strong unexpected outburst
of slow December /-Cassiopeiids was observed in December of
2011, perhaps from past activity of 3D/Biela. During March
12–19, 2013, an outburst of 56g-Virginids (#11, EVI) was detected
from an unknown source.

Furthermore, the 1-revolution dust trail of a Long Period comet
caused an outburst of February g-Draconids over a period of a few
hours on February 4, 2011, while the long-period October Ursae
Majorids (#333, OCU) and the low-q January Leonids (#319, JLE)
appear to have had an outburst in 2012.

Orbits from the predicted outburst of Comet Halley’s Orionids
on October 21, 2010, were not precisely enough measured to prove
that the outburst was caused by meteoroids trapped in the 6:1
mean motion resonance, as has been proposed.

Several other detected showers in the apex source may have an
origin with 1P/Halley, forming an ‘‘Orionid tail” in the drift-
corrected radiant distribution. Similarly, at least one shower, the
f-Cassiopeiids, forms a complex with the Perseids of Halley-type
Comet 109P/Swift–Tuttle.
The origin of the toroidal showers is the most problematic.
Several toroidal showers seem to have components with both
HTC-type and JFC-type orbital periods. Many toroidal showers
are rich in small meteoroids and have unusually short semi-
major axis, some with orbital periods more typical of asteroids.

Future improvement of our understanding of meteoroid
streams at Earth will come from ongoing CAMS operations and
its expansion to the southern hemisphere. Theoretical modeling
is needed to establish the proposed links with parent body Near
Earth Objects discussed in this paper, and to interpret the showers
as a record of past parent body evolution.
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